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junior and senior high schools 
Lincoln Jun
will ring doorbells on next 
ior High: Stu-
Manassas: Double Ten Socie-
tY the. Barons. the Deburettes,
and administration building.
a. , y . Facilities for 16 additional
Speakers will discuss some h,c ildren will be furnished on 
272-9631. I Constitution, and the winner 
grounds at 4950 Goodwill rd. in Douglass: Student cepresenta- zation
the souhtpart of Shelby County. tives. Rev.
The group will hear speaker in the state contest will receive
and discussions on such sub- a scholarship of $1,000. 
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., a Melrose: Charmettes and Jac- of the
member of the Board of Direc- quelettes. is ch
is 
of the Goodwill Homes, Lester: 40 student volunteers.
tary wives, child behavior Cum mings Street Baptistthe chairman of the drive. She Geeter: Representatives from
problems and other subjects of church will be provided by i3 being assisted by Mrs. Lois the student body.
interest to the unique group. combined choirs. Guest soloists Tarpley as co-chairman, and W a shingt on: Majorettes
A morning group of wives are also slated to appear. Mrs. Dorothy Tuggle. Lords and La di e s, Future
also meet once each month, and The local contest is under A number of student g ' Homemakers of America, Al-
the supervision of Leonard E. zations have offered to partici- pha Elites. Barbettes and Fu-
Mitchell, West Tennessee Di- pate in the door-to-door drive ture Teachers of America.
e PeriOnettes. the 01 Timer





Porter Junior High School: •
A. B. Owen chapter of the
National Junior Honor Society. Ministers are leading out this tist church, and Rev. S.
Hamilton Hig h: represen ta
zations. 10.000
- spring
tives from all student organi- of the
tact the chapter by calling phase of the United Stater 
verseas eetat the Cummings Street BaptistChurch in a program to begin
at 3 p.m.
Students from all schools in
S Memphis and Shelby County
have been invited to partici-
An organization for wives of pate, and the winner willI
servicemen serving overseas represent the area in a state-
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with offices at 979 East Mc-
Lemore, this week announced
the appointment of Edward
Davis of 1864 Glory Circle as
president and general manager.
Mr. Davis is currently em-
ployed as a teacher at the
Walker Elementary school in
the Walker Homes community.
He is an active member of
Kappa Alpha Psi fratefnity, the
Bluff City Junior Chamber of
Commerce, and a graduate of
(Tennessee AM State university.
Mr. Davis is married to the
former Henrene Cannon of Jack-
son, Miss. They are the par-
ents of two daughters, Dora
and Debi.
same time that all stock held 
ontest ToThe agency announced at the'C









Youth, 17, Charged In
Shooting Of Patrolman
Police Seal Off A&I Boy Wounds Brother
And Fisk After Riots Firing At Officers
A 26-year-old Negro police-
NASHVILLE — Students at reportedly fired and tear gas I man, who reportedly was con-
Tennessee A&I State univer- discharged when a group of I cerned with the "brutal" image
students assembled outside 0j officers rooted for the second ' have been accused of
straight night on Monday, and
police sealed off the areas, Dr.
W. S. Davis. president of the
institution said.
The student riots began on
Saturday night after a Fisk
students was arrested in the Uni-
versity Inn and carried to po-
lice headquarters.
Pickets immediately patrolled
the area in front of the restau-
rant, and officers of a riot
squad assigned to the area
were harassed.
Officers were then pelted
.with rocks, bricks and bottles,
it was reported, and bricks
thrown at cars driven past the
campus.
Students at Tennessee A&I
• 
State university rioted on Sun-
day night, throwing objects at
automobiles occupied by whites.
Members of the Student Non-
Hundreds of teenage volun- Corry Junior High. Student 
violent Coordinating Committee
eripresent their annual oratorical,
contest on Sunday. April 
23:leer from 12 Memphis area 
Council
dent Council.
The Elks of Memphis will
At Red Cros
Sunday afternoon, April 18,
from 4 to 6 p.m. for contri-
butions to the Goodwill Homes
for Children, Inc
The day will be known as
"Goodwill Sunday," and money
collected will aid in the drive
Memphis Area chapter of the held at the historic First Bap-
for $100,000 to aid in the 
-Q
con-
American Red Cross at 1400 tist Church, Beale St., on Mon-
struction f two new cottages
Central ave., and those inter-
ested in joining it should con-
jects as legal problems of mili- Music for the program atl
their next meeting will be held
on Thursday morning, April
20. at 9:30 a.m.
PLAN ORATORICAL CON.
TEST — Elks of Memphis
will stage an oratorical con-
test at the Cummings Street
Baptist church at 1220 Cum-
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1967
mings St. on Sunday after-
noon, April 23, with stu-
dents from all area schools
invited to participate. From
left are Lt. George W. Lee,
Grand Commissioner of
Education; Rev. E. Waller,
host pastor, and Leonard E.
Mitchell, the Elks' West





were said to be the leaders in
the riots.
On Monday night, police were
stationed outside of the A&I
State campus, and shots were
the home of Dr. Davis to de-
mand that police be kept off
campus.
Shots were also reported to
have been fired over the head
of a photographer who was
taking pictures of police as
they stormed on campus to
rout students asking to see Dr.
Davis.
Asked if any A&I students
had been arrested, Dr. Davis
said that he had been so busy
during the day that he did not
know, but that classes had not
been interrupted "as yet."
The student riots came on
the heels of a visit to the area
by Stokely Carmichael, origi-
nator of the Black Power slogan
during the Meredith Mississippi
March of 1966, to the Vanderbilt
university in Nashville during
the past weekend.
Dr. Davis said that on Mon.
day night the students were
"just milling around on the
campus, and whenever police
would see a group assemble,
they would make them disperse.
—
Ministers Take Lead In
NAACP Membership Drive
reclor or Laucation.  on next Sunday. They include:
PTA Begins Drive For
Rawlings Scholarship
The Parent-Teacher associa
Lion of Melrose High school has
announced the establishment of
the Marie Rawlings Scholarship
Fund and is c a Ili n g upon
friends, alumni and former stu-
dents of the late Mrs. Rawl-
ings to send in donations at
once.
Mrs. Percy Hunt, chairman
of the Scholarship Fund, for-
mer PTA president and active
member of the organization,
said immediate funds are nec-
essary so that a scholarship
can be presented to a member
of the class of 1967.
The sponsors said that Mrs.
Rawlings was loved by many
thousands of students and co-
workers on account of her un-
tiring devotion to the young
people she served.
A spokesman for the PTA
said, "Her influence was cam-
pus-wide. because she was de-
termined that every child
should accomplish the best of
which he was capable. From
the campus it was inevitable
that her influence should be
community-wide and eventul
ly spread wherever those pu-
pils have gone.
"She was honored shortly be-
fore her retirement in 1963 for
the 50 years she had given io
the teaching profession in the
community. Even after her re
tirement, she was a familiar
figure on the campus, always
dropping in to share the joy
of a school celebration and to
offer her help to the busy
/
teachers on 'special' busy days
at the beginning or ending of a
I semester."
Mrs. Rawlings was an ardent
worker in the Collins Chapel
CME church and attended ;4 n
auxiliary meeting there jus t
two days before her death u:
the summer of 1966.
During her funeral she was
praised as a Christian not only
by members of her church,
but by persons of other faiths.
The response of the commu-
nity and those who knew Mrs.
Rawlings will determine the
future of some young person
"in whom she had so much




SAGINAW. Mich. — Two
major Michigan cities had
Negro mayors for the first
time in their history.
The Saginaw City Council
voted unanimously Monday
night to select attorney Henry
Marsh for mayor of the in-
dustrial city with a population
of more than 100,000
Ypsilanti's City Council in a
4-3 vote chose union leadei
John H. Burton, 56, as may
or. Burton has been a member
of the council for 18 years.
Carver: the Sub-Deb Society,
the Pep Squad and Mademoi-
selle club.
Authorized solicitors will wear
tags and use containers con-















Work Committee, and Rev.
Ezekiel Bell, pastor of Park-
way Gardens Presbyterian
church, co-chairman
Other members are Elder
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Missi-
ssippi Blvd. Christian church;
Rev. N. Charles Thomas, secre-
tary, Mt. Pisgah CME church;
Rev. E. Waller, Cummings
Street Baptist church; Rev.
S. A. Owen, Metropolitan Bap-
B.
Kyle, Monumental Baptist.
The Church Work Committee
is asking all churches in Mem-
phis and Shelby County to seek
100 per cent NAACP member-
ship of their congregations be-
fore the drive ends on May
17.
In an effort to reach a 10.000
membership goal, the city has
been divided into several geo-
graphic areas with a minister
in the area assigned the re-
sponsibility of promoting and
coordinating the campaign.
The spring campaign kickoff




represent the hundreds of volunteers who will solicit door-
to-door contributions on sunday afternoon, April 16, for the
Goodwill Home for Children. Kneeling from left are Marcia
Brown. Patricia 1,ane and Marva Jones, Washington High:
Elaine Veldell, Hamilton; Arnett. Powell, Mitchell Road:
Shirley Wilkes, Carver, and Emma Mayweather, Hamilton.
On second row, same order, are Mrs. Thelma Davidson.
advisor to volunteers; Patricia Knight, Carver; Diane Carter.
MARCHERS —Students seen here
s
Mrs. Jewel Speight,
Jenes, Porter Junior High; Pamela
Starks, Geeter: Barbara Brown, Manassas, and Mrs. Las
Tarpley, co-chairman of march. On back row, from left,
are Fred Lane, and Althea Murry, Washington; Jacqueline
Randolph, Carver; Ronald McClean and Diana Smith, Wash







in recent weeks, was disarmed
and shot four times last Satur-
day night at the corner of
Florida and Desoto when he
and his partner attempted to
arrest two unruly young men.
Patrolman Houston Bailey,
,26, of 655 E. McLemore, was
in St. Joseph's hospital early
this week where his condition
was listed as good.
PM. H. 11A111.11Y
J. E. HOUSTON
Accused of gunning the of-
ficer down with his own gun.
and then pumping two bullets
into him as he lay on the street
was James Eddie Lee Houston,
17, of 796 S. Main St. During
a hearing in Juvenile Court on
Monday. the Houston youth was
declared incorrigible and
turned over to Criminal Court
to face three counts of assult to
murder.
According to Homicide I n-
spector N. E. Zachary, Officer
Bailey and his partner, Patrol-
man James Arthur Stittiam,
30, of 4884 Ortie drive, were
attracted to a group of unruly
boys and young men on the
corner. After they failed to
disperse, the two were in the
process of arresting the Houston
youth. and his brother, Robert
Cornelius Jones. 22, also of
the scene of the . shooting.
796 S. Main st., when Hous-
ton snatched a .38 revolver
from the holster of P a t r o 1-
man Bailey and began firing.
As the officer fell to the side-
walk, Houston continued firing.
Mr. Bailey was struck in the
left arm and both legs. One
of the bullets hit him in his
thigh, near the groin.
Another bullet glanced, Insp.
!Zachary said, striking in the
!arm Mitchell Pollard, 48, of
!1020 Florida St., w ho w a s
'standing across the street from
Pit. J. A. SinTIAM
J. W. PRYOR
!scene.
Before fleeing. Houston fired
the last two bullets in the re-
volver. One apparently going
wild, and the other striking his
brother, Robert Jones, in the
left chest.
Patrolman Stittiam fired one
shot at the youth, missing him,
and was then beaten with his
nightstick by a person who
has not been identified as yet.
The Houston youth was ar-
rested after he learned h i $
brother had been shot and re-
turned to the corner of Florida
and DeSoto about 20 minutes
after the incident.
6
Also arrested and charged
with three counts of assault to
murder was James Willie "Bo-
Diddle" Pryor of 1602 Monsar-
rat During a special hearing




President Hollis F. Price of
LeMoyne College last week ad-
dressed a letter to Claude A.
Armour, commissioner of fire
and police, protesting the beat-
ing of a LeMoyne student, Clin-
ton Jamerson.
Mr. Jamerson, 21-year-old
senior of 1397 Davis, was beaten
by several police officers on
the morning of March 26.
President Price's letter W
Mr. Armour follows:
"I am writing you to express
my concern about the beating
of one of our students, Mr.
Clinton Jamerson, on March
28.
"It is obvious that Mr. Jam-
erson was beaten as indicated
by the bruises on his body. He
has stated that these wounds
were inflicted by police officers
I have no reason to doubt his
word on this score.
"The question I am raising
is not one of guilt or innocence
I of charges, but rather the ne-
cessity of physical abuse at-
tending arrest.
"Cooperation between the po-
lice and community is of :it-
most ,importance in maintaining
law and order. Cooperation
flows from mutual respect. It
is important for the citizenry to
respect police; it is equally im-
portant for police to respect
and protect the persons of the
citizenry.
"I realize that members of
our police force are often faced
with difficult problems in their
efforts to keep this a quiet and
peaceful city, but they should
not beat citizens in carrying
out their assignmcats."
Give For Goodwill Home For C hildren, Sunday April 16
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STUDENTS STAGE MARCH — Students
from LeMoyne college staged a march last
week on city hall protesting the beating of
Clinton R Jamerson, 21, a senior at the
school, by police after he was taken from a
Harlem House restaurant on Sunday, March
26. Two officers, Patrolmen W. M. Mosely
and J. F. Wilson, were charged with assault
and battery and were cleared in City Court.
Charges against Mr. Jamerson were also
dismissed Student's sign at left says, "Let's
Beat The Draft — Not Citizens."
Tarpley, Tour Superintendent,
!Robert Hooks, Foreman. James
Curtis, general superintendent of
Mail, Walter B. Neel and Wil-
liam F. Owens, Assistant Gen-





Easy Race JFK's Trip To Dallas
NEW YORK — To no one's
surprise, Adam Clayton Powell
easily won a special election
held Tuesday to fill the seat
denied to him by Congress.
Harlem voters showed at the
polls that no matter what the
90th Congress said or did,
they would keep the faith with
Powell.
Basking in the Caribbean sun
1,100 miles from home, Powell
was reelected to the seat in
the House of Representatives
he had held for 22 years be-
fore he was excluded on
misconduct charges six weeks
ago.
return from work. The pollsDale Tomlinson. superintendent' close at 7 p. tn.of the DeSoto Station. and J. B. 
Ashby B. Smith, president of Honorees for the occasion McCollough. Regional Officer donations of $4.00 each for
the National Alliance of Postal include: Kenneth T. Whalum, for the PSO. the affair. Checks may be made
and Federal Employees, will Hearing Officer and Investiga- The local Alliance branch is payable to the Memphis Bluff
deliver a keynote addess in tor, Felton Earls, Chief Scheme sponsoring a series of charity City Branch of the NAPFE. in
Memphis, Friday night, April and Routing Branch. Marvin bequests which accounts for care of James Stokes Jr 1553
14, 1967, at t he Chisca Plaza Tarpley, Tour Superintendent, their desire that those skishing Pendleton Street, Memphis, tee- store the sanity of the Amen -
Hotel, at 7:30 p.m. and Routing Branch, Marvin to attend the banquet make phone number, 323-7290. can people.
Mr. Smith is being presented
under the auspices of the local ,
branch of the Alliance. The.
occasion is the Recognition
Banquet of the local branch,
honoring local postal person-
nel who have received signifi-
cant promotions recently.
As a nationally-known leader
in the area of postal and fede-
ral employment, Mr. Smith is
expected to indicate trends in
federal employment and point
out the qualities which 1 e d to
the promotion of those honored
at the banquet.
The program includes invoca-
tion by Elder Blair T. Hunt, in..
troduction of the Toastmaster'
by James N. Stokes. chairman
of the program and project,
and remarks by Lt. Gerogege
W. Lee, Jacques Wilmore, May-
or William G. Ingram, and L.L
Sims, Memphis Acting P o s t•
master. Mr. C.L. Mitchell, pre-
sident of the local Alliance
Branch will introduce Mr.
Smith. Presentation of awards
to the honorees will be made
by Haywood Nichols. Robert
Taylor of the Mt. Olive CME
Church choir will be a soloist
for the occasion. Greetings will
be extended by Mrs. Velma
Evans, Nat D Williams will
serve as toastmaster.
The only question was whe-
ther the free-wheeling preacher
politician could run up a large
enough vote to give his col-
leagues in Congress second
thoughts about the wisdom of
continuing to bar him from
their ranks.
Negro leaders — from the
moderates to the extremists
— have backed Powell solidly
in his fight to regain the seat
and they represent a voting
block of considerable impor-
tance. "I have made up my mind
Powell supporters hoped for that a president is obligated
a plurality topping the 74 per to use the prestige of his
cent he received in last
November's general election.
This would be doubly im-
pressive because a contempt
of court arrest warrant has
kept the veteran lawmaker
from making a single cam-
paign appearance in this elec-
tion.
Voting was reported "below
normal" in the 18th Con-
gressional district during the
first hours after the 6 a. m.
EST poll opening. But officials
said that with brisk, sunny
weather it began to pick up
around midday. President. It may be true that
The heaviest turnout usually Mr. Kennedy was being drag-
comes in the evening as voters ged unwillingly to Texas to try
to patch up a petty political
feud that his Texas vice-presi-
dent could not solve. But my
conversation with the president
indicated that he wanted to be-
lieve that he had a noble and
patriotic purpos e, that he
thought his mission was to re-
John F. Kennedy went to
Dallas in November, 1963, be-
cause of his concern for the
Negro and his "dedication to
decency and democracy," as-
serts former state department
official Carl T. Rowan in the
April issue of Ebony.
Writing in Ebony, Rowan re-
calls his last meeting with
President Kennedy on Novem-
ber 20, 1963, the day before
he left for Texas and two
days before the assassination.
Rowan, then ambassador to
Finland, had been Out of the
U.S. for six months and had
returned for a conference with
the president. He recalls that
Kennedy told him:
"Carl, a lot has happened in
the six months you've been out
of Washington. Hatred is
spreading across this country
like a cancer. ,The bigots, the
Birchites are like a plague.
They get bolder every day. I
suppose you read about the
disgraceful things that they did
to Adlai Stevenson down in
Texas.
"This trend is dangerous for
the country. It endangers You,
me and human rights and all
that this administration stands
for.
office to try to halt this damned
madness. I have concluded that
I am partly to blame because
I haven't got out among the
people enough. I'm going to
Texas tomorrow partly because
I believe it is something I am
obligated to do."
Comments Rowan in Ebony,
"These words by President
Kennedy, only hours before his
tragic journey, are not in ac-
cord with the reasons for the
trip given by William Man-
chester in his highly contro-
versial book, The Death of a
Boys
(Continued From Page 1)
Colton on Sunday, Pryor was
ordered held to the state on a
not gutty plea and his bond set
at $5,000.
No details were given as to
what part Pryor played in the
shooting. hut Insp. Zarchary
said it would be revealed at
the time of trial.
If Jones recovers, Insp.
Zachary said he will be
charged on the basis of the
continuing investigation.
Asked if policemen had been
having trouble in the area of
the shooting before the incident
last week, he said there h a d
been no more than usual.
Both Patrolman Bailey and
Mr. Pollard are recovering /n
S.T. Joseph Hospital.
Officer Bailey is married and
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that packs as flat
as your shirt!
Now you can take Old Crow
wherever you go. In 'the
tuckaway fifth is the same
mellow, smooth Bourbon you
find in the familiar round bottle
Famous since 1835, today
Old Crow is the most
popular Bourbon in
the land. Enjoy





"I prefer to remember the
president as having died on a
trip symbolizing his dedication
to decency and democracy for
that is so much more in keep-
ing with the character of the
John F. Kennedy I remember."
Rowan, in his Ebony article,
reminisces about Kennedy —
and recalls the now nearly.
forgotten fact that before he
took office and began demon-
strating his committment to Ne
gro equality 'Kennedy was "a
target of much distrust and con
siderable hostility on the part
of millions of American Ne-
groes" who thought he might
side with the South. By 1963,
says Rowan, the situation had
so changed that Kennedy "was
the target of violent suspicions
and raw hostility on the part
of millions of white Americans
who argued that he had gone
too far in support of the Ne-
gro."
Rowan terms Kennedy 's
"committment to Negro equali-
ty" as "more than political."
"He was an intellectual who
sensed the meaning of the ra-
cial and political revolutions
that had so dramatically
changed the face of Asia, Af-
rica and even Latin America.
Kennedy knew that America's
position in this revolutionary
new world, that the success
of his foreign policy was in-




COLUMBIA, S.C. — Police
here say they caught popular
rock-and-roll artist Jackie
Wilson and a member of his
band in bed with a couple of
white women Tuesday.
The two couples were booked
on morals charges.
Wilson. 32, whose best-known
recording is "Lonely Tear-
drops," and Jimmy Lee Smith,
28, were charged with immoral
conduct and released on
bonds of $100 each after a raid
on their adjoining rooms in the
Downtowner Motel,
Brenda Louise Britt, 24, who
gave her occupation as a
clerk at Charleston County
Hospital, and Janet Linda Fay
Barfield, 25, who said she
was a "club employee," were
duct and disorderly conduct.
Their bonds were set at $200
each.
Police said they raided the
rooms on a complaint from
the motel. Officers said that
when they entered the rooms
they found Wilson and Miss
Britt in bed in the nude. A
similar report was made in the
complaint against Smith and
Miss Barfield.
Wilson, who gave his address
only as "Michigan," nad been
in town for a rock-and roll
show. His latest recording was
"Whispers." A Columbia detec-
tive said that Wilson's hearing
had been scheduled for 8:30 this
morning, bat that the star was
"expected to forfeit his bond
charged with immoral con- and not appear."
9fiEw DAISY I
tir
STARTS FRIDAY APRIL 14
SEE THE MOD. MAD WORLD of
The H TEENYROPPERS
and POITATYGOERS out for .4.
a new KICK!'
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . .
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SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1967
DEDICATION IS NEAR—Dedication of the Alma C. Han-
son Student Center on the LeMoyne College campus is near.
The ultra-modern building will be dedicated on the evening
of May 28. The view shown here is facing Saxon Avenue.
is costing more than a half-millionThe two-le%el edifice
dollars.
Student Center To Be Dedicated May 28
LeMoyne C o I lege's half- will be dedicated Sunday.
million-dollar Student Center, 28, it was announced by
which is nearing completion,,dent Hollis F. Price.
HOW
KENNEDY'S
"I'M A SOUL BROTHER"
-SENATOR EDWARD BROOKE






SATURDAY ONE SHOW ONLY
APRIL 22 8:30 P.M.
FULL 2-HOUR SHOW




May The dedicatory program will
Presi- replace the traditional baccalau-
reate service but will follow
very much the same pattern,
Dr. Price said.
1
There will be the usual
processional of faculty and
candidates for graduation from
the library to the platform in
front of Brownlee Hall.
The program will get under-
way at 5 p. m. instead of
at 5:30. the Customary Start-
ing time for baccalaureate
events.
Another change will be the
eliminatin of the President's
Reception for members of the
graduating class. In its place
DEFENDER
for visitors, _faculty and the
1967 seniors immediately follow-
ing the program.
At the close of the dedica-
tory program, all visitors,
faculty and seniors will go
directly to the new Student
Center where they will witness
a brief-ribbon-cutting ceremony
and then be taken on guided
tours of the building.
Students To Fill Bags
In Drive For Goodwill
Memphis and Shelby Corsityi capped workers at
public school students again in
April, 1967 will promote a
collection drive for the 175
handicapped workers at Good-
will Industries. The students
annually undertake to provide
the raw material necessary for
I work and wages at the shelter-ed workshop.
E. C. Stbnbert, superinten-
dent of City Schools; George
H. Barnes, superintendent of
County Schools; and M. L.
McPherson, Executive Director
of Goodwill, selected April
24-28 as the week for the stu-
dents to campaign for clothing,
toys, shoes, bric-a-brac, dolls,
costume jewelry and small
household items to fill Good-
will bags.
Spring 1967 is the 27th year
the faculties and students of 
Discards given Goodwill,
the City and County of 
after being reconditioned are
-good sold in the Goodwill stores:
abode" have helped the handi- 94 N. Second; 1169 S. Bellevue:
245 S. Main; 2850 Lamar, and
3116 Thomas, Memphis; and
Jackson, Tenn.
"When a youngster from
your neighborhood school calls The three students, all art
pupils of Walter P. Guy, re-
ceived gold sealed parchment
certificates for "Best of the
i Show" entries.
Zan Lee Perry. Acquanetta
Trammell and Linda Danner.
Goodwill
Industries.
In 1966, bags filled were
18,389, with Trezevant High
School filling 1,558 as first in
the city division, and Egypt
Elementary School filling 750
as first in the county.
"Each filled bag provides
three and a half hours of
work and wages for a handi-
capped man or woman," states
Goodwill's M r. MePheron.
"We have 175 handicapped
workers at Goodwill, all of
whom have overcome serious
infirmities to lead productive
lives. The discards collected
each spring by the school en-
rollment provide work and
wages to those who would




Residents of Shelby County
I 
will be interviewed during the
next few weeks as part of a
nationwide survey of some
3,000 Americans, about the
neighborhood in which they
live.
The study is particularly
concerned with neighborhood
The ultra-modern Center will
be named for the late Miss
Alma C. Hanson, long-time
treasurer of LeNloyne.
The dedicatory address will
be given by Dr. Walter Gib-
son Sr., veteran member of
LeMoyne's faculty and chair-
a larger reception will be i man of the college's division
held in the new ‘Student Centeriof natural sciences.
characteristics and the rea-
sons why people move from
one neighborhood to another.
The survey is being conducted
by the National Opinion Re-
search Center (NORC), located
at the University of Chicago.
Results will be analyzed under
the direction of Dr. Norman
M. Bradburn, Associate Pro-
fessor in the Graduate School
of Business of the University
of Chicago and Director of
NORC; and Dr. Seymour Sud-
man, Senior Study Director at
NORC.
The National Opinion Re-
search Center, a non-profit or-
ganization, has conducted sur-
veys all over the country
for more than twenty years.
The Carnegie Corporation, the
American Cancer Society, and
the Department of Defense
are included among the many
past sponsors of NORC research
in the public interest.
ing."
Page 3
Red Cross Honors 10
For Volunteer Week
What Memphis youth have sophomores. and Ernestine
at your home, please open your
door and your heart." plead
Goodwill's handicapoed. "Sup-
port handicapped workers who
want a chance instead of
Charity."
done and can do in the volun-
teer work program of the Red
Cross was explained during a
visit to Manassas High school
on Tuesday. April 4, by Sandra
Hart, director of Youth Activi-
ties for, the Mamphis chapter
of the organization.
During her appearance dur-
ing the assembly progr a m,
certificates and service pins
were awarded to 10 students
who made outstanding con-
tributions to the 1966 summer
volunteer work program.
Three of the students were
cited for art work which ex-
celled all others submitted for
the Red Cross International
Art program in Memphis.
Of the 58 pieces of art to
be sent to Atlanta, four are by
Alvin Johnson, a tenth grade
student. One entry each for
Julian Whitson and Earl Wil-
kins will go to Atlanta. Both
students are seniors.
Dean and Mary Brown juniors
and Barbara Arnette Jones, a
freshman, were presented
enameled service pins for be-
tvieen 190 and 195 hours of
volunteer work during the
summer of 1965.
Vivian Hines, Gayla Brad-
shaw, Ernestine Mackey, Tom-
mietta Butler, Pearlie Brewer
and Bonita McDonald, all
eighth graders and art students
of Jobe Walker. were recog-
nized for having made holiday
favors.'
During her appearance at
the school, Miss Hart talked
on all phases of youth work.
She told of the essay and
poster contest with a $25
prize, and of the summer
workshop now open for boys
and girls ages 13 through 17.
Red Cross International Art
Exhibitions are being displayed
April 10-15, Southland Mall;
Library at Peabody and Mc-
Lean, April 17-19, and Britling's
Cafeteria-Laurelwood d u ring
the month of May.
Miss Margie Minor and Mrs.
Eldora Amos a r e the R e d
Cross faculty advisors. Louis
B. Hobson is the principaL
CANADIAN 6H1SKY-A BLEND OE SELECTED WHISKIES So YEARS OLD 868 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, NYC.
SAVES YOU MORE
on All Outdoor Needs,
Weather Resistant 3 Pc. Glider Group!
EstoVished 1885
"THERE S NO PIACI IIKE NOME-
Vata
DOWNTOWN
157 South Main St.
Phone 526-5906
FREE PARKING AT ALLENBERG S. 69 BEALE
'STEEL Seats and Backs on All Pieces
3015 Park Ave.
Phone 3 2 3-7656
FREE STORESIDE PARKING
3 SEAT GLIDER $32"
CHAIR ROCKER
CHOICE OF THREE COLORS
RED - GREEN - YELLOW
Relax in this Bunt i ng 3 Pc. Glider Group. It's the ideal all-
weather summer furniture. The seats and backs are mode of steel
with a heavy coot of enamel. The frame and arms of strong alumi-
num. Glider glides on ball bearings. Your choice of 3 bright
colors. Red and white -green and white. yel low and white.
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns,
Sr., of 211 Lucy ave. celebrated the fiftieth wedding aani-
versary at their home on Sunday, April 2, and there for the
occasion were their four sons and a daughter. From left are
Andrew Burns, Carroll Burns, Mrs. Irene Daniel, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Burns, Robert Barns, Jr., and Leroy Burns.
Burns worked for the Rhode Island railroad for 42 years
before his retirement. Attending the dinner and party for
the couple were lifelong friends of the family. The eekbra-
tion also marked one of the few times the family has been
together since the children became adults.
4
AME MINISTERS' WIVES — Installation services for of-
ficers of the AME Ministers' Wives club were hzid recently
at the Payne Chapel AME church midi Mrs. E. .M. Walker
of Harris Memorial CME church conducting. Seated on
front row, from left. are Mrs. Katherine Br ant, treasurer;
Mrs. Thelma G. Hooks, reporter; Ars. Imogene Young, as-
sistant recording secretary; Mrs. Alma E. Starks, record-
ing secretarj; Mrs. Cora Gleese, second vice president;
Mrs. Ethel Beavers, first vice prcsidnit, and Mrs. Evelyn
\ •
McRae. president. On second row, same order, are Mrs.
L. J. Bailey, Mrs. Minnie Williams, Mrs. Edwina Patrick,
Mrs. Posit Alexander, Mrs. Estelle Capers and Mrs. Ches-
tine Ashurst, corresponding secretary. On back row, from
left, are Mrs. Lillie James, Mrs. Tomellra Person, Mrs.
Bernice Holmes, Mrs. Sarah Garrett, Mrs. Waker, who in-





persons in more than 250 con- !
gregatitns.
Thom ss E. Wood. director of
Elder G. A. Evans. pastor of
the Walker Memorial Christie.,
church, was among 17 Negro
ministers from four states who pi
met in Indianapolis, Ind.. April
57 to learn how the 'national
Thurches (Disciples of Christ
5-7 to learn how the national
agencies of t h e Christian
Churches (Disciples of Christ),
can be of help to them in their
pastorates.
The ministers from the four
states of North Carolina. Vir-
ginia. West Virginia and Ten-
nessee serve more than 20.000
the first Brotherhood Orienta-
tion Seminar, said its purpose
, was to give ministers "a sense;
of being a part of the larger;
fellowship of t h e Christian!
churches "
ush Kennel
Doris Day, starring in Uni-
versal's "Epic of Josie." is the
owner of four French poodle,
and is planning to get tour,
more of the same. She'll'
register the new eanit.e quer-
itet at her Malibu beach homei
linstead of the Beverly
'pad. That way, she won't have
to take out a kennel license.




are lowest after 8 P.M. everyday
and all day Sunday.
Dial your own Long Distance call
and save up to 35%
over person-to-person calls.
Southern Bell












-HE BROOM THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY:I
Chickasaw Broom Mfg. Co.
hlokors of Qualify trowels and Moos
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd. 526-2318
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111• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
: CAR WASH $12 
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SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :•
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
itt and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Alsmphis, Tentorsimt
"YOUR Company Makes What Yoe Ask for And
Creator What You Think or
Sigmas Will Remember
Natchez Bomb Victim
The graduate and under-
graduate chapters of Phi
Bete Sigma Fraternity of
the Southern Region of which
Attorney Fred G. Minnis is
retdeatal director, will me-
morialize the late Wharlest
Jackson and honor Dr. Corne-
lia, V. Troup, former presi-
dent of Fort Valley State
College during their 53rd
Anniversary r e g ional con-
ferences, scheduled to be held
at Paschals Motor Inn, Atlanta,
Georgia, April 20-22, 1967.
In memorializing the late
Wharlest Jackson, a Korean
veteran, and father of five
children, who was murdered
by a bomb planted in his pick-
up truck on February 27, the
fraternity seeks to raise funds
to be given to an educational
fund set up in memory of the
late N a t chez, Mississippi,
NAACP Chapter Treasurer.
Mr. Jackson was killed by
persons so far unknown be-
cause of h is promotion to a
new job in a chemical plant
in Natchez which had never
before been held by a Negro
and also because he was a
militant NAACP member who
actively engaged in protesting
racial discrimination and seg-
regation in Natchez, Mississippi.
Chapters of the Southern
Region of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity were recently in-
volved in the promotion of a
"Wharlest Jackson Day Pro-
gram" in which the Southern
region led by Gred G. Minn's,
regional director cooperated
with Marvin Davies, Florida
Field Director of the NAACP.
The "day" sought to in.
wive the total community 'of
Negroes and white people to
jointly protest the murder of
Mr. Jackson and to demonstrate
their faith in the American
people to rally to a worthwhile
cause in the pursuit of the
democratic ideal.
Dr. Cornelius V. Troup, the
recipient of a testimonial
dinner, to be held on Friday
evening, April 21, 1967 and
for which Dr. Edward W.
Brice of the United States De-
partment of Education will
speak, is a former President
of Fort Valley State College of
Georgia.
Dr. Troup has served Sigma
in many capacities and was
for a period of years the
Editor of the Crescent. He is
internationally famed as an
educator and is presently
engaged in conducting an
Educational project at Cop-
pins Teacher's College, in
Baltimore, Maryland.
The 53rd Anniversary South-
ern Regional Conference will
project workshops in Education,
Business and Social Actions.
Boys Club To
Be Dedicated
The Goodwill Boys club at
903 Walker ave. will be dedl
cated on Sunday, April 29, in
a program to start at 4 p.m.,
and the public is invited.
Rugus R. Jones, program
director, slid that a onehour
Open House at 3 will precede
the dedication.
The guest speaker for the
dedication will be Elijah Pitts.
an All-Pro back of the Green
Bay Packers.
The Goodwill Boys club is in
the buildings formerly occu-
pied by the St. Augustine Rom.




Mt. Pisgah CME church will
observe annual Women's Day
on Sunday, April 16, and the
theme will be "In Christian
Womrn, Social Order."
The guest speaker fer the
morning worship service will
be Mrs. Gussie Young, a mem-
ber of the Avery Chapel AME
church.
Sunday school begins at I
a.m, and vesper services are
held at 5 p.m. at the church
on the corner of Park and
Marechalneil.
Mrs Alberta Samples i a
chairman of Women's Day, and
Rev. N. Charles Thomas, pastor
of the church.
New Subscription Order
I Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below a
'One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO 
Street Add re's Zsee




FAVORITE PREMIUM STAMP OF MID-AMERICA...
The favorite because of the hundreds of famous Brand items to
select from.. .something to please every member of the family...
and it takes less stamps to fill a book. . .only 1259 Stomps to
fill a savers book!
BIG
/STAR
FAVORITE PLACE TO SHOP - BIG STAR
Shop where the prices are right and the clerks
polite. . . Where you're a I way s among friends.
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SHOOTING CHAMPIrecf--Membes of the Booker T. Wash-
ington High School ROTC Rifle Team joined forces to win
almost a score of trophies and the championship title dur-
ing the Memphis Invitational Outdoor Rifle tournament held




Hello S e n sational Ones;
Pat is back with a bit of
news and gossip around the
Fabulous Tigers Den.
SPOTLIGHT
This week the Gold and
.7
Blue limelight beams brightley4
on Alzaphus Payne. son 
Mr. and Mrs. Lyain Lewis
of 2231 Alameda avenue.
Around Manassas. Alzaphus
is in the 11-12 Oelmeroom under
the instructions of Mrs. Os-
born. He serves as vice
president of the Ole Timers
and is a Member I of the
basketball and track teams.
Alzaphus maintains an aver-
age of a B. Religiously he is
a member of the First Baptist
Chelsea Church at 508 North
Fourth, where he is in the
choir.
Hats off to a fabulous Manas-




Shelia Austin, Linda Sint.11.
James Sawyer, Laura Holmes. on.
Sandra D o r tch, ,Geraldinel
1Boyd, Debra Robinson and
!Jo Rose Jones.
!BOYS:
Billy Beniett, Perry Cleav?s
Athlene N o rwood,
Matthews, Willie Redd, Ernest





After a few hours of hard'
work, the teachers, principals
and the students would like io
enjoy themselves with a goodl
tasty meal and recreation.
To see to this is a daily
routine our cafeteria manager,
Mrs. Evelyn R. Barbee and
assistant. Mrs. Maggie Wiggi-
san, along with our fifteen
staff members.
We. the Manassas family
would like to thank these
seventeen for giving us thel
kind of lunch hour we all want
each and every day.
So. pals my time has come to
an end but its a guarantee
that you will see me exactly Debris Jean Macklin, Susie
seven days from now — Hold Thomas and Mrs. Fannie Trice.
, vocalists.
Bye Bye On Friday
and Revolver Association off Highway 64. The team
wag coached by Staff Sergeant J. E. Beckley of the Wash-
ington ROTC staff. From left are Sergeant Beckley, Deli
Gill, Joe Dolley, Jewel Mathis, Michael Gibson and Freddie
Anderson.
Rifle
Iowa Faculty Art On
Display For Festival
highlighting LeMoyne col.
lee's annual Spring Arts Festi-
val this week is the University
of Iowa Faculty Art Exhibit
which is on display in the
Alumni Room of the Hollis F.
Price Library.
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman of
the festival, said the public
is invited to view these paint-
ings.
Another Festival Week event
is a recital by 12 LeMoyne stu-
dents, scheduled for this Thurs-
day morning, April 13, at 10:30
in Bruce Hall.
Students who will appear in
the recital are Miss Dallas V.
Ishmael, dance: Misses Fannie
Webb and Barbara Hence, pia-
no. and Louis Harvey. Joseph
Jackson, Larry Coney and Al-
len Dillard along with Misses
Alva A. Crivens, Brenda Bell,
morning of this












GALAXIES, T-BIRDS, FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
2 doors, 4 door and hardtops. Some hare air conditioning, auto.
ma tic, power steering, radio, and wsw fires.
$1095 Up
11111111111111111111 I111111111111111111111 1 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
30-1966 FORDS
GALAXIE 500's-2-DOORS AND 4-DOORS
T-BIRDS--FAIRLANE 500 4-DOORS
.411 are factory equipped, some with air conditioning, automatic
transmission, power steering, radio and w.s.w. tires.
$1645up
DO YOU HAVE A MUSTANG 2+21
HERFF




2450 Summer open Nites 458-1151











The Stitch and Chat Sewing
club held its 17th annual
fashion tea on Sunday, April
2, at the Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority House at 805 Saxon
ave.
More than 50 models dis-
played their Easter fashions
to an overflowing crowd. lt
included fashions for adults,'
youth and children.
This • y e a r's scholarship
awards were presented to Miss
Glenda Pryor and Miss Mar-
tha Watkins.
Included in the decorations
were the club colors of pink
and blue. Music was furnished
by Tommie Pinkston and sons.
Mrs. Lavetta Glover Watson
was the narrator. Guests in-
cluded also the kindergarten
students of the St. Paul Bap-
tist church.
Pouring punch were Mrs. Ed-
na Gilland and Miss Carrie
Canada.
Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson has
expressed her appreciation to
those who helped to make the
affair a success. Mrs. Eva
Hill is club reporter.
Y-TEEN PROM—Members of the Oates
Manor Junior 17-Teens held their annual
Junior Prom April 7th, at the YWCA Cen-
ter. They also selected a "1967 Miss Junior
17-Teen." Shown from loft to right are Miss
week. John DeF'ord, director of:
the Memphis Arts Council, will: Courtesy Week Is Ingive a talk at 10:30 in the l
Brownlee Lecture Hall.
being planned by the Student! Progress Al ManassasAnother Friday program is, 
NEA.
Annual Courtesy Week is be- is being displayed throughout
ing observed at Manassas High the school on banners and
school April 4-10, and it was streamers. The junior high hall
startd on last Monday with ah1monitors are wearing "Be
assembly program in the Cora Courteous" badges.
P. Taylor auditorium.
The guest speaker for grades 
The Noon Lunch patrol, with
7 through 10 was William "Bill"
Terrell, popular disc jockey,
sports director and news an-
nounce for Radio Station
WDIA.
NEW SAILOR — Seaman Re-
cruit L. Norwood, 19, USN, sou
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nor-
wood of 2228 Lyon ave., Mem-
lphis, has been graduated from
nine weeks of Navy basic train.
ing at the Great Lakes Train-
ing Center in Hlinois. He stud-1
ied seamanship as well as sur-




Four of LeMoyne College's
coeds are visiting the campus
of Stephens College at Colum
bia, Mo. They left Memphis
last Saturday by bus and will
be guests of the Missouri col-
lege throughout this week.
Visiting Stephens are Miss
Cynthia Anderson, a freshman;
Miss Valeria Ann Blount, a
sophomore, and Misses Gloria




The Willing Workers club
held its sixteenth anniversary
dinner party recently in the
home of Mrs. Ruth Boyd of
2164 Stovall with some 22 per-
sons present.
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi-




Arbunyan Leach, tenth grader,
as captain, has lunched a "Be
Quieter-Be Courteous" cam-
paign in the cafeteria.
The purposes of the Courtesy
The theme of the observance,Campaign are to raise stan-1
"Make Courtesy a Tradition,"Idards of conduct by:
PHILADELPHIA — Philco-
Ford Corporation has been
awarded a contract in excess
of $1.3 million to provide a
microwave radio communica-
tions system for United States
Air Force use in Germany.
The contract, awarded by
the U. S. Air Force through
its Oklahoma City Air Material
Area, calls for Philco-Ford
to engineer, furnish, construct'
and install the system at seve-
ral locations in Germany.
The system will be used for
the transmission of voice and
high-speed printed data and will
become an integral part of
the world-wide Defense
Communications System of the
U. S. Department of De-
fense.
The project will be completed
by Philco-Ford's Communica-
tions and Electronic Division,
a component of the com-
Dorothelia Reed, first alternate; Miss Debra
Pryer, "1967 Miss Junior 17-Teen:" Dian
Jackson, 1966 "Miss Junior 17-Teen, and
Miss Sandra Hill, second alternate. (Photo
by Billy Duncan)
--
1 . Teaching what is accept-
able behavior.
2. Setting standards f o r
good manners.
3. Reminding students of
the value of the "Golden
Rule."
4. Teaching respect for au-
thority.
5. Fostering responsible citi-
zenship through active par-
ticipation in student govern-,
ment.
Larry Moore and Barbara
Hardmon are captains of hall
monitors. Mrs. Bennie Mae Wil-
son and Jobe Walker are ad-
visors. L. B. Hobson is principal
lof the school. WMS. TERkOLL
People who want peace of mind
...go with Greyhound.
Many people originally tried Greyhound
just to save money. Then discovered that
Greyhound offers so much more. How
easy it is to relax and enjoy the ride, the
friendly people, the scenery you could
never see as well by any other travel
way. All the pleasant things that go with
travel. No wonder Greyhound carries
more people than anybody else. Peace
of mind is more than a state of mind. rt's
a fact when you go with Greyhound.
Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. Foreccamplin
_
ONE WAY
CHICAGO 515' NASHVILLE 
ONE WAY
$ 690
ST. LOUIS 510 0 CLEVELAND, OHIO. 5235°
DETROIT 52155 DALLAS, TEXAS ... 5142°
NEW YORK CITY 53555 JACKSON, MISS. ... 62°
Save 10% each way wIth a round-trip ticket
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Self - Determination
At the height of the Dominican
revolution when American lives a n d
interests were in danger, the Soviet
Union called f or a Security Council
meeting on the U. S. Dominican inter-
vention. Taas echoed the cries of Yan-
kee Imperialism, of automatic inter-
vention as a raw example of the ar-
rogance of power. And some Ameri-
cans whose noses were buried in the
tragic history of an earlier era, were
quick to shout "gunboat diplomacy."
Though the circumstances under
which U.S. troops landed in Santo
Domingo were highly questionable,
the action was precipitated by misin-
formation about a Communist take_
over of the Castro type. According to
Tess, the Marine landing was "yet an-
other attempt to keep in power a re_
actionary, an anti-popular dictatorship
which suits the U. S. A., and to sup_
press the strivings of the people for
freedom and independence. There can
be no justification for the invasion of
the territory of a sovereign state by
American armed forces."
The charge of "gunboat diplo_
macy" was, in the common pejorative
sense of the phrase, as unjustified in
this instance as the gunboats of old
were obsolete and as the Tess charge
was false.
True, American armed forces
landed on a neighbor nation's shores.
True, the protection of U. S. and other
foreign lives seemed to have been
more an excuse than a reason — a de-
vice designed to give juridical legiti_
macy to a move made for reasons of
high policy. But what mattered most
in this case was the purpose.
The purpose was not to grab ter-
ritory, to extend U. S. influence or to
install a Latin-American dictator of
our own choosing. We had no right
and no reason to intervene or to take
sides in a clash between those who
favored the restoration of President
Bosch and those, headed by General
Wessin y Wessin, who opposed it. The
record proves that we supported Dr.
Bosch during the time he was in of-
fice and that we demonstrated our
strong disapproval of those, including
Dr. Wessin y Wessin, who overthrew
him.
We do, however, h a v e a duty to
ourselves, to other republics in t h e
Western Hemisphere and even to the
Dominican people to take precaution-
ary measures which might prevent a
repetition of what happened in Cuba.
If that was undertaken unilaterally by
United States, it was not by choice but
by necessity. It was due to the failure
of t h e Organization of American
States, following the Castro betrayal,
to c r ea t e an inter-American force
which might act swiftly to deal with
such an emergency as arose in the
Dominican Republic.
Latin-American governments in-
stinctively rush to the non-interven-
tion article of the OAS Charter when-
ever they f ear the "colossus of the
North" is overstepping itself in hem-
ispheric affairs. But this time, while
citing the article, they hay e been
strikingly moderate a n d reserved in
their reaction.
The reason must be that many, at
least, understand and sympathize with
the purpose of President Johnson's
action, and recognize that Fidel Castro
has introduced a new element that re-
quires new responses. Through his be-
trayal of his own revolution, followed
by his persistent campaign to organize
—and subvert—revolutions in other
countries. Castro has made revolution
in Latin-America an international ex-
ercise. Whateser its trappings, a Cas-
tro-inspired revolt is not a domestic
product.
To be effective as an organization
for the common defense, the OAS has
to devise means to prevent t h e new
style Havana_directed burrowing un-
der national boundaries, as well as the
old style crossing over them. Presi-
dent Johnson has sought diligently to
prod the OAS into converting the uni-
lateral American intervention into a
multi_lateral OAS intervention. This,
if successful, could be the first step
toward creation of a permanent force
that would make future unilateral ac-
tion unnecessary.
Meanwhile, conditions have been
established in the Dominican Repub-
lic which enable the sorely tried peo-
ple to walk the streets in safety, and
to choose their own government with-
out dictation or pressure f rom the
United States.
Voting Pitch Fails
Shortly before he relinquished
his post as U. S. attorney general,
Nicholoa Katzenbach was closeted in
his office with 13 Democratic con-
gressmen who urged him to appoint
mere federal registrars to record Ne-
gro voters in Mississippi, especially in
Sunflower County, home of that arch
segregationist and Negro-hater, Sen.
James Eastland.
According to Drew Pearson. the
meeting was off the record. But some-
how the information leaked out that
Katzenbach flatly refused to carry
out the suggestion of the Congres-
sional delegation.
The then attorney general was
reminded that there were 20 per cent
more Negroes than whites in Sun-
flower, yet only 13 per cent of them
were registered. Thereupon, Katzen-
bach replied that the Justice Depart-
ment "cannot be governed entirely by
statistics in this case. As long as state
registrars make it possible and con-
venient for people to vote, we do not
like to send in federal registrars."
But the real reason behind the
refusal is that Eastland rules over
the Senate Judiciary Committee and
pasges on Justice Department busi-
ness. There is no reason to believe
that things will be different under
Ramsey Clark, the new boss of the
Just ice Department.
Student Disturbance
The death of a college porter dur-
ing a student disturbance at London
School of Economics leads the British
press to inquire whether Britain is
to have something similar to the ex-
perience of those countries from South
America to Saigon, where t h e very
word university is a synonym for un-
rest. The Timer! of London thinks
there are disturbing elements in the
present situation and says:
"We ought, for a start, to realize
that the students of today were born
into a world made cynical by two ma..
jor ware. Many of them despise our
present political parties. They despise
the church. They disregard the old
moralities, but they have little as yet
to put in their place. They desperately
want enthusiasms: two are provided
by Rhodesia and Vietnam."





A Point Of View
LOVE 0 FLEARNING
Dr. Peter Cooper, veteran
LeMoyne college faculty mem-
ber, gave a terrific and ar-
resting answer to a question
he was asked last week at
an In-Service meeting of Book
er T. Washington High School
social studies teachers.
Dr. Cooper was asked how he ,
accounted for the fact that
in general Jewish people, al-
though persecuted and abused
as a minority group around
the worla down through the
years, have managed to sur-
vive and still reach the highest
places in recognition, leader
ship, and wealth.
Dr. Cooper's answer was im-
mediate and straight to the
point. He said, "For three
thousand years the Jews have
developed a tremendous respect
for learning . . they respect
and apply the power of knowl-
edge." He also added that the
Jew has the support spiritually
of a great and deep religious
fervor. A great and active re-
spect for learning plus a pro-
found religious belief have en-
abled the Jew to survive and
hold his own against the worst
history could hurl at him. He
has developed a tradtion of
learning and religion.
Dr. Cooper's observations set
the social studies teachers to
noting other significant facts
in the history of the Jew that
might be given serious con-
sideration by those who think
Our 'Mari In Saigon Closes
Out Her Vietnam Diary
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Daily Defender Correspondent
SAIGON — I'm closing out
my Vietnam Dairy. By
It has expanded into a
East Journal. In going over
my notes, I find many interest-
ing personalities who are
doing the unusual. I call them




First, there's Capt. Clarence
Woods, a kind of "Quiet
American," fighting a different
kind of battle in an isolated
hamlet in South Saigon on a
mountainous plateau accessi-
ble only by narnav steep
roads, by helicopter, or light
plane.
The population of the area
is about 45,000, in2'edass a
tribe of Shengs, who rseicog to
the Montagnard groue Close
by are the French-owned
Michelin and Sexo rubber plan-
tations. They are idle now be-
cause of V. C. activity. The
people in the province worked
here and did farming, but the
number of males has gone
down. Some men have joased
the V. C., some are serving
with the Regional Forces.
and many have been killed.
Poverty and disease have
affected the rest of she popu-
lation. Capt. Woods is a mem-
ber of a Milphap teem work-
ing here (Military Assistance
for Provincial Hospitals'. The
program was set up as part of
the Military Assistance Com-
mand in Vietnam, under the
command of Major General
Charles Humphreys, famed
for his delicate operation re-
moving a live hand grenade
last year from the ablomen
of a Vietnamese civiliin.
JACKIE ROBIWON . .
Wants To Hear
From Dr. King
Everybody has his idols.
Dr. Martin King is one of
mine.
He is a man of tremendous
ability and courage and I be-
lieve that he is a dedicated man
However, when
you have an idol




be says or does.
It happens that
I do not agree
with Dr. King
in his stand on
Viet Nam.ensineoli
I shall not go into details on
how and why I disagree. The
reasons for my feeling Dr. King
just might be on the wrong
track will possibly be taken up
in a future column.
Right now I want to say, how-
ever, that I have been some-
what distressed because we
have beard very little on the
civil rights issue from Dr. King
of one's income tax, if openly
in several months — months




The Y.M. &W. club will cele-
brate its thirty-ninth anniver-
sary on Sunday, April 16, at
services to be held from 3 to
5 p.m. at the Ward Chapel
AME church, and the public is
invited.
Miss Harry Mae Simon, prin-
cipal of Magnolia Elementary
school, will be the guest speak-
er.
Mrs Allura Lee is president
of the club. and Mrs. Loretta
Preston reporter.
Perhaps the reason is that
he has been developing his book
on how he feels about the cur-
rent situation.
Even so, I — and I'll bet
lot of people feet the same way
— would like to hear more
counsel and opinion and praise
and protest from this man
whom I consider one of the
most magnificent mass move-
ment leaders who has ever
lived.
We have heard the "black
power" cries. We have heard
the black nationalism appeals.
Let's hear more on DOMESTIC
situations from Dr. King.
Captain Woods is the only
child of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Woods, Sr. of 6616 S. Maryland
ave. He completed Hyde Park
High School, earned a bache-
lor of science degree from
the University of Chicago. and
then took graduate work at
Northwestern University School
of .Medicine. receiving his
M. D.
Before going into the serv-
ice, Capt. Woods did his in-
ternship at Cook County Hospi-
tal. He will be returning in May
and plans to go into orthope-
dic practice.
What he has learned during
his service in Vietnam will
give h i in added medical
knowledge plus firs -hand infor-
mation about serious health
hazards of this country. be
said.
The Vietnamese staff, with
the assistance of the American
medical team, struggles bard
to meet the needs of the area,
under sub-standard coeclitions.
to see the needs is an un-
forgettable experience.
This is a different kind of
war, just as dreadful ana relent
less as booby traps; but it can
he the mortar shells and the
the mortar shells and the
won. Help from the people
of America can make victory
possible.
Soaps and medicines and the
French-speaking V 1 etnamese
nurse who is the chief midwife
— tell you bow much oaby
'clothes would be appreciated.
I concede his right as an
individual and as a man of
God to oppose war, but we do
need his voice to cry out in
our American wilderness.
(ANP Feature)
The name of the hospital
is Phuc Long and it can be con-
tacted through Advisory Team
94, llth Medical Detachment,
APO 96314. San Francisco. If
you're interested, in organiza-
tional plan for help will be
forthcoming
• •
Clarence and Sylvia Peverley
live in Saigon, while be
works as a pilot for Air
America. She is teaching at an
American school. Sylvia comes
from Columbus, Ohio and is a
graduate of Ohio Stat univer-
sity.
Clarence is origin illy from
Camden. N. J. He was for-
merly with the Flying Tigers
and met Sylvia while he was
an instructor at Loceland Air
Base in Ohio. Incidentally
pilots over here for private
companies with government
contracts earn between .t.11,000
and $30,000, tax free:
Corporal William Duke Allen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Allen of Memphis, Teen, is a
member of the ehie, hand-
picked Marine guards who
are on duty with the American
Embassy in Ss gon. Allen
is detailed to JUat'AO head-
quarters (Joint ti. S. Public
Affairs Office.
in terms of the long-r ange
technique the American Negro
must formulate if he is to sur-
vive and progress. It is to be
noted that it has been Jews
who have given history three
of its greatest developments.
It was Jesus Christ, a Jew,
who presented humanity with a
program for the salvation of
the soul.
It was Karl Marx, Jew and
father of Communism, who has
presented a working formula
for the security of man's phy-
sical life here on earth. ..
And it has been Albert Ein-
stein, a Jew, "Father of the
atom bomb." who has used
mathematics to show humanity
how tie- destroy itself quickly
and completely. These three
:Jews have used the power of
ideas to color the entire
course on human society. Only
the Jew's tremendous powers
of mind and spirit, could have
developed three such men.
Christ, Einstein, and Marx
represent the millions of Jews
who have studied and meditat-
ed in the midst of poverty
and persecution through thou-
sands of years. They learned
long ago that books,. . . serious
books  are the keys
that open the doors of the mind
and also the sprit. They
learned early to value the
Importance of reading.
The Negro might well take
a left from the Jew's book.
Nergoes don't read enough.
Hope has been crushed very
low in the Negro race. The
surest way for him to renew
it is through books and the
mind.
The widely publicized Adam
C. Powell title "Keep The Faith
Baby" can only have meaning
when the mass Negro is sold
on the idea that learning is
the light which will enable him
to find his own way in a world
in which change comes at such
frightening speed.
The dumb or uninformed man
is going to be segregated al-
ways, no matter how he
marches or protests. The igno-
rant man is at the mercy of
even the half informed. for
in the kingdoms of the blind,
the one-eyed man is king. Ne-
groes need to learn to love
learning. Then, the kids will
remain in school and study
harder. That's the Negro's only
salvation.
"MISS ROTC 1967" Mi-
gonette Nunn proudly re-
ceives her trophy from
Tuskegee Institute vice
president Russell W. Brown
after she was crowned
"Miss ROTC" of 1967 at the
annual ROTC BalL The new
ONLY IN AMERICA
The Peace Corps: Problems,
By HARRY GOLDEN
Charles Peters. Jr., a goad
friend of the family, is one of
the administrators of the Peace
Corps. He is permanent party
in Washington D. C., one of
many men in the capitol work-
ing 10, sometimes 12 hours
every day, and almost every
Saturday, too.
When he was younger, Charles
Peters was active in West Vir-
ginia politics.
He won election to the state
legislature and in 1960 under-
took to help direct John F.
Kennedy's pri-
mary, in West




one of the legal
counsels to t h e
newly emerging'
Peace Corps.
helping to set up
the security
clearances for the administra-
tors and volunteers.
401,11FL/4
But the urgency of the Corps
the immediacy of its problems
caught him up. He stayed on,
queen, the choice of Tus-
kegee's Army and Air
Force cadets, is a junior
sociology MOO! from Mont-
thatherY, Ala., and a mem-
ber of the Ivy Leaf club
of Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority.
Hope And Bullets
status is more important than
the job itself. These people let
appearance win over reality.
resigning his seat in the legis- These people never receive the
lature and his partnership in training for problem -solving
a flourishing law firm to do so. techniques because they never
What caught him up was not ,
faced the problems to begin
tit 
so much the desire to help
American youth, all of ills. for What are these problems?.
that matter, want to do that. Let's say it is water supply.
No. The Peace Corps is not a People in underdeveloped coun-
repository for romentic would- tries have yet to learn the easi-
be diplomats. Instead the Peace
Corps is a complex public ap-
paratus, its programs abroad
In many ways implementing theto build it together. And they
foreign policy decisions of the do not learn the lesson easily or
State Department. quickly. The only way they
ever learn sometimes is to see
The Peace Corps sends young' a young American in shirt-
American Volunteers to poor sleeves. d i gging a/nng with
peoples in Asia, Africa, and them
South America. peoples whose
lives, in the words of Hobbes. The Peace Corps sends to
are mean, nasty. brutish, and these people a reasonably gel-
short. They live this way befect -Reno otsAmericans whose;
Cal/6• they value form over sub- culture, despite its grave im-
stance, because they believe perfections places- greater im•
est way to build a well for the
community and livestock is
portapce on substance as
against form, on concern for
one's fellow man. Thus these
volunteers disassemble one of
the main obstacles to world
peace in that very arena — the
underdeveloped world — where
threats to peace have been most
common in recent years.
These Americans bring with
'them the contagious convic-
tions that problems can be
solved, the fatalism is not a
, wise philosophy. They inspire
the beginnings of hope in vil-
lages too used to giving in to
_
hopelessness with the ritual ex-
pression, "Inshallah" (If Allah
wills)! They put heart in the
young reformer who wants to
wipe out corruption and bun-
gling but desparinely believes
only bullets can do it.
4
I've said it before and I say
it ag in: America ain't what's
wrung with the world.
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Lieutenant Gives Orders To A C aptain!
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Daily Defender Correspondent
TACHIKAWA AIR FORCE
BASE, Japan — The captain
knocked at the door and begged
permission of the lieutenant to
enter. The lieutenant gave the subordination to a superior of-
captain a quick appraisal and ficer? No, hardly. 1st Lt. Tina
said, "Sweetie, straighten your 
Maya(nee Tafteen Wilson) was
simply exercising her wifely
tie."
Was this a TV situation come-
dy? Could it have been in-
11111111P1
"GET WITH IT BABY"
Why Have a Toothache. Fill your
Tooth Yourself And Save Money
Already Mixed Easy To Use Filling
Send 504
GLENN HAMPTON COMPANY
Post Office Box 644
West Memphis, Arkansas
With all the dignity of hist Tina was trained at the
seperior rank. he replied that
Iv! didn't need any help with
his money; but he would gladly
prerogative on her husband, buy her a drink. One year
Capt. Charles Mays. later they were married, further studies at Florida A
Both are up in the air be. Because of priorities, the and M College where she earn-
Mayes are waiting for a larg-
er house to move into. Present-
ly, they both occupy bachelor
officer's quarters in a project.
Since they live conveniently
next door to each other, they
commute from one apartment
to the next.
It is the policy of the Air'
Force to keep married couples
together, consistent with the
demands of the service. The
Mayses will be together for the
next three years, They were
married in a civil ceremony at
the American Embassy in Tok-
yo. Because of Japanese law,
the religious rites were per-
formed at the base chapel in
Tachikawa.
Last Christmas. the couple
took home leave and went back
to the States to present them-
selves to their respective fami-
lies. The wedding reception was
held on New Year's Day in Dal-
las at Tina's home and they
spent 10 days visiting his rela-
tives in Tuskegee.
Capt. Mays, a quiet young
man of medium build who has
a winning smile, entered the
service five years ago after
graduating from Tuskegee with
a B. S. in chemistry and a
commission in the ROTC. He
was assigned to Williams Air
Force Base in Arizona for pilot
training.
Following this, he was sent
to Okinawa and then to .Japan
for temporary duty where he
met Tina. When he received
his next assignment to Taiwan
for one year, they kept up a
steady correspondence.
Since returning to Japa n,
Capt. May has been flying
missions throughout the coun-
try, plus combat support trips
for the Army and Air Force in
Vietnam. The Hercules provide
shuttle service for passenger
and cargo runs out of Cam
Ranh Bay.
There is a five man crew
consisting of pilo t, co-pilot,
navigator, flight engineer and
load master. As first pilot,
Capt. Mays flies both positions
as commander and co-pilot. He
is undergoing check now for
commander. The plane makes
other trips to Okinawa. Thai-
land, the Philippines and Twi-
wan. He puts in about 15 or
20 days a month.
cause flying is their business,
or rather, their occupation.
Capt. Mays is a pilot on a
C-130, "Hercules," with the
215th Troop Carrier Squadron
of the 315th Air Division in
Japan. Lt. Mays is a flight
nurse with the 56th Air Evacua-
tion Squadron at Tachikawa.
The couple met in June, 1965
at the Officers' Club at Tachi-
kawa, shortly after they both
arrived in Japan, fresh from
training in the States. Capt.
Mays is from Tuskegee, Ala.,
and is the son of the Rev. and
Mrs. William A. Mays of the
Bethel Baptist Church.
Tiny Tina, who is vivacious
and dainty, is the daughter of
Mrs. Willie Fay Morton of Dal-
las. When they met at the club,
she coquettishly asked Capt.
Mays if he wouldn't like to
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A Baby Contest presented re-
cently at the St. Paul Baptist
church was a financial success,
according to one of the persons
in charge.
Winning first place in the con
test was two-year-old Lawanna
C. Malone. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. McKissic Malone. Her
sponsors raised $167.15. Second
place was won by LeRoy Hit.-
ris, Jr., 16 months, son of Mr.
and Mrs. LeRoy Harris, Sr.
Other babies in the contest
and amounts raised by their
sponsers were: Melvin Jones.
16 months, $62.75; Tena K.
Hoover, five months, $52.43;
Jatam Y. Isom, five months,
$42.22; Ray Lee Kent, t w o
years; $25.51.
Also Loretta B. McClinton, 20
months, $21.05; Walter Lee
Woods, 14 months. $16.05; An-
thony B. Coleman. $9.55; and
Stevens A. Stansbury, 18
months, $6.22.
Mrs. Mary Carroll was chair-
man of the Baby Contest, and
Miss Greelia Reeves and Mrs.
Mary Elder co-chairmen.
Rev. Samuel H. Herring is




Charity Hospital School of
Nursing at Dillard University
in New Orleans, graduating
with a B. S. degree. She did
ed a bachelor of arts degree.
Lt. Mays was visiting in Los
Angeles when she heard a re-
cruiter for the Air Force and
decided it would be a good
thing to go in service, at least
for two years. Her first as-
signment was at Lackland Air
Force Base in San Antonio,
Texas.
She was sent to Tachikawa
with the Aero Medical Evacua-
tion Service, Her job is to take
patients back to the U. S. on the
C-141 jets that can carry up to
84 litter cases or 108 ambulato-
ry patieuts. Enroute, she does
general nursing duty.
Primarily, the patients are
from Vietnam. They may be
sent to hospitals in Okinawa,
the Philippines, Guam, Hawaii
or the U. S., depending on the
nature of their cases. Japan
is generally used as a clearing
station for sorting out the pa-
tients The Japanese are highly
sensitive about their position of
neutralism in this conflict. Con-
sequently, nothing is carried
in the news media about the
function of the bases or the
hospitals.
Tina Mays makes about eight
flights a month. Occasionally,
husband and wife bump into
one another at s..ane place such
as Bangkok or Clark Air Base
in the Philippines, and the stan-
dard greeting is, "Fancy meet-
ing you here."
Actually the couple has about
15 days a month together at
home. Capt. Mays likes to re-
lax with his guitar or his elab-
DURHAM. N. C. —(NPI) —
William Jones, vice-president
for financial affairs. North
Carolina college and chairman
of the interim committee ad-
ministering the college, has
been appointed to the board!
of directors of Durham's Mu-
tual Savings and Loan Associa-
tion.
A native of Wilmington, N.C.
he has served as a business
manager in North Caralna
state-supported—eolteges for 26
years — from 1940 to 1948
at Fayetteville Stile college
and from 1948 to the present
at North Carolina College.
He was appointed NCC
financial vice-president in Jan-
uary.
Jones holds a B.S. degree
from Hampton lutitute and
an M.A. degree from Atlanta
university.
rate hi fi equipment. Lt. Mays
loves to swim, ice skate or
read a good book.
Charles plans to make a
career of the service; but when
Tina is asked the same ques-
tion, she replies firml y,
"Heavens no, I plan to be a
wife and mother."
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Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Wat-
kins, Sr., on Glenview Saturday
The ceremony was followed
with a reception given by the
bride's parents in the parish
hall of Emmanuel Episcopal
Church where the family has
held membership for a number
of years.
The bride is a teacher at Keel
School and the groom. who is
from Knoxville, is Agency Di-
rector for Golden Circle Insur-
ance Company which has of.
Creating Symphonies — "We
can read poetry, and recite
poetry, but to live poetry —
is the symphony of life." S.
Frances Foote.
Age old vows and wedding
rings were exchanged between





Saturday afternoon a bevy of
young localites gathered for
their first meeting at the posh
Cafe St. Clair with its superla-
tive cuisine and elegant en-
virons. Les Girls, The Set, No
Names, or what have you —
they don't have a name yet,
will get around to that later.!
Miller before relatives in the' Anyway they were all smartly!
home of the bride's parents,I garbed in bright spring colors'
and each added her own special
flavor to the "Dutch Treat"
dinner and session.
There're eighteen in the co-
terie who're debuting as our
latest social clan. Mrs. Jacques
(Julia) Wilmore, the gentle
sophisticate was the first one
on hand in a smart blue and
white ribbon knit. Rolling up
at the same time were glam-
orous M r s. Charles (Maria)
Pinkston. in a beige dress with
the accent on winged sleeves,
fices in Chattanooga. Browns. Mrs. Willie E. (Gloria) Lind-
vile and Memphis. sey, Jr., looking ever so good
The Catholic Human Rela in an orange silk suit, a per-
tions Council presented its first fect foil for her blondness;
annual Human Relations Award
to His Excellency Bishop Jo-
seph A. Durick, Apostolic Ad-
ministrator of Tennessee Friday
evening following a Mass at
St. Louis Catholic Church in
which the Bishop was the cele-
brant. Louis B. Hobson, Jr.,
son of the Louis Hobsons was
one of the altar boys.
pretty M r s. Howard (Joyce)
Pinkston in a beige and brown!
checkered suit and a touch of'
orange at her throat giving
color to her cheeks; Mrs. E. W.
(Gladys) Reed looking pretty
as a buttercup in bright yellow,
her pretty calm manner al-
ways evokes our admiration,
and Mrs. C. 0. (Evie) Horton,
A dinner in the parish hall looking good in tangerine add-
of the church followed the Mass ing complimentary glints to
and some of the dignitaries at her auburn tresses.
the speaker's dias were the Late corners breathlessly of-
President of the Council, Her- fering all sorts of excuses about
bert Robinson, Jr., with Mrs. the expressway turn off and so
Robinson. Mayor William B. i*.in were Miss Marie Bradford,
Ingram. Jr., former Mayor Ed-'who coordinates her colors ever
mund Orgill. Monsignor John'so well and wore a suit with a
Elliott, Monsignor M. F. Kear-black background featuring
ney, Atty. and Mrs. H. T. Lock- bold splashes of pink. bur-
ard. (he's Administrative As- gundy. blue, etc., Mrs. Theo-
sistant to the Governor). Mr. dore (Elsie) Branch, a small
and Mrs. Jack Nelson, he was
speaker. and Mr. and Mrs.
bundle of verve and friendli-
ness in a cool looking beige
Dino Chiozza, he was master sheath interspersed with lace.
of ceremonies. Then came a trio, the petite
Hear tell the Masquerade Mrs. Longino A. (Helen) Cooke,
Ball sponsored by the Adult sharp in an avacado green silk
Social Committee of Fr. Bert- suit with matching blouse with
rand and held in the gym of the pretty vivid colors, Mrs. Hor-
school was a gass with the ace L. (Sarah) Chandler, in a
swinging sounds of Johnny Lon- navy sportissimo knit with a
don's band. W. 13, Porter, yok e of burgundy which she
teacher and coach at the school complimented with swinging
heads the committee. !earrings, setting off her bright
The LaVogue Bridge, Club eyed beauty perfectly, and Mrs.
launched the spring season with Harold (Delores) Lewis, stun-
a lavish cocktail party Friday ning in a sheath of turquoise
night in the beautiful Univerl and pink with abstract designs.
sits* Room of the Sheraton-Mo. Fashionable Mrs. Wa 1 t er
tor Inn. (Dot) Evans, a pace setter in
There were no dull moments, any gathering chose a navy and
Harold Winfield and his group white checkered suit with the
thundered out the latest hits low sling belt. And the effer-
and many couples were seen vescent Mrs. William Evelyn)
getting with the latest num- Robertson was smart in a
bers. The smorgasbord was navy knit dress and white jew-
heavily laden with all sorts elry. Yours truly was plenty
of delicacies such as shrimp, pleased with the beautiful at-
ham, smoked oysters, caviar, mosphere and ever so pleasant
stuffed eggs. carrot curls and conversation. •
other delicious et ceteras. The' Other charter members are
bar with its variables was a globe trotter Miss Velma Lois
favorite meeting place for Jones. who was in Jackson for
many. , the AKAs, it's going to be a
'Tis no wonder why the club task to ground that girl for
bears the name. LaVogue, all meetings. sophisticated Mrs.
the members were attractive Harry A. (Modean) Thompson,
in the latest fashions — they who was hosting her neighbor-
wore reds, electrifying blues, hood club, good looking Mrs.
bejeweled whites, pinks, so-ILealer Mason who was abed
phisticated blacks and werelwith a virus and vivacidus Mrs.
ever the gracious hostesses. 'Lawrence A. (Cecelia) Westley,
LaVogues are Mrs. M a r yetied to the homefront with a
Bradley, Mrs. George (Larcend babysitting problem.
ia) Cain, Mrs. Joseph (Beecher) Jewel Speight, who has a
Dobbs. Miss Ardenia Herndon, penchant for the elegant and
Mrs. Bernadine Holmes. Mrs. can display it with her inimi-
Bertha 'Johnson, Mrs. M. D. table flair entertained the Links
(Sadie) McCoy, Mrs. Othella at her address Saturday night.
Shannon, Mrs. Oscar (Cora) After dining on the sumptious
Smith, Miss Dora Todd. Mrs. catered supper the group lis-
Elisha (Mattie) Ward, Mrs. tened to reports from their
Henry (Cleora ) Neal. and Mrs.
Emmitt (Warren) Hawkins.
Club Notes . It was a
mother and daughter duo when
Ruth Lewis feted the Sophisti-
cates Friday night at her home.
Her teenage beauty, Sharon
made hostess outfits for both
of them, shifts with bold strips
of yellow, red, and white and
matching kerchiefs and helped
"Mom" serve the girls.
Ruth who is a master at cook-
ing and could hang her catering
shingle out a n y day started
dinner off with appetizers of
jumbo shrimp, stuffed celery,
and seafood dip all served on
a silver lazy susan. This was
President Addle Jones and
Project Chairman Alma Booth
who'd attended the Area As-
sembly of Links, Inc.. in Spring
field, Ohio. where Vivian
White who now lives in Cleve-
land joined her sister Addie.
March 15, marked the date
the Links Inc„ completed pay-
ments totaling $75,000 to the
Legal Defense Fund of the
NAAC.P The national organi-
zation was encouraged to take
this as a project by Dr. John
Davis, Past President of West
Virginia State College and fath-
er of our own Dot McDaniel.
The Memphis Chapter was cited
for their community action at
of course enjoyed with intoxi- the area meeting.
Some of their local projects
include, $500.00 they gave to-
ward furnishing a room at
Goodwill Homes last year. They
catingly delicious beverages
and followed by finger licking
fried chicken, parsley potatoes,
green peas with tiny pearl
onions and coffee. Dessert was also take care of incidentals
beautiful as well as enjoyable, for children at the Home such
lime and orange sherbet topped as carfare to music lessons
with whipped cream and a Musical instruments, summer
cherry making pretty pictures!seminars for the children, they
in silver banded parfait glasses are also sponsoring music les
Sophisticates vying for and sons at Memphis State Univer
winning prizes at bridge were sity for a talented youth from
Nell Northcross, whose first Holly Springs who was brough
prize was a casual straw bag; to their attention by some Cath
Ceneta Qualls, winning the sec- olic nuns. The Memphis Chap
ond prize, also a casual bag, ter also has a paid in full life
but patent, and Margaret Riv• Membership in the NAACP.
ers has pretty new stationary. Members of the philanthropic
Other Sophisticates having a group also present at the meet
relaxingly good time with their ing Saturday night were Jewe
favorite past time were Gwen Hulbert. Lil Campbell. Rpberta
Poston. Mae Fitzgerald, Ai-. Ratcliffe. Harriett Walker
neda Johnson. Bernice Barber Margaret Rivers. Grace Young
Jewel Sneighl, Dot McDaniel, Ruth Lewis, Helen Hayes, Al
Dot Westbrook, and Vivian Wil- tbea Price and Orphelia Byas
ha. I Cute and bouncy Judy John
MAY ACTIVITIES CHAIRMEN — The Memphis Alumnae
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority has selected chair-
men of various activities for May Week." Seated from left
are Mrs. Charlene Turner. "Breakfast For Milady:" Mrs.
Ernestine Cunningham. president; Mrs. Janet L. Henson,
May Week chairman, and Mrs. Lorene Osborne. "Junior
son, daughter of Bertha and!
James Johnson entertained the
Co-Ettes Sunday in their pretty(
Horn Lake Cove abode. Hearty
appetites were satisfied with
ham served with raisin sauce.
macaroni and cheese, lima
beans. a most delicious mold
with oranges and bananas, hot
rolls and iced tea, Dessert was
ice cream decorated with pe-
cans and a rum sauce.
Co-Ette Prexy Sandra liob-
son was at the helm when the
group discussed a dance called,
"Mini Rebellion,- I think, and
a week-end of activities for
their Graduation Dinner which
will be June 3. Other Co-Ettes!
are Gwen William- son, "Miss!
Co-Etee." Denise Sims, ,Harri-
ett Davis. Beverly Steinberg.
who entertained her cousin Di-
anne Steinberg with a lobster!
dinner at Steinberg's Malibu'
House when the Detroit "Miss
Co-Ette" was here dur ing
Spring break; Debbie North-
cross. Debra Currie, Janet Mc-
Ferren, Cassandra Hunt. Peggy
Prater. Joyce Lincoln, Joyce
Parker. Melba Sartor, Sharon(
Lewis. Karen and Ma r sha
Chandler, Marsha Turner. Mari
lyn Carter, Carol Earls, Pame-
la Starks, Glenda Taylor and
Faronette Randolph.
Judy used personalized rain
bonnets as place cards. We
thoroughly enjoyed talking with
her mother who is a group
leader in the National Teacher
Corps based at Ford Road
School.
Travelers . . . Lawrence and
Cecelia Westley flew to Lexing-
ton. Ky., for the Easter Week-
end where he presided over the
Omega District Meeting. He's
been District Representative for
five years and while there was
presented a key to the city
Commissioner Charles Wylie
who was Mayor Pro Tern on
that occasion. Walter H. Red-
dick. Grand Keeper of Records
and Seals who hails from Nor-
folk. also attended the meeting
which drew some seventy dele-
gates to the meet headquar-
tered at the Downtowner.
- De Witt Martin. Charlene
Turner's son was elected First
Vice District Representative.
Other Memphians attending
, were Sam Helm. and Kennel
Venson from Epsilon Phi Chap-
ter. Ronald Hooks was there
from the Chi Psi Chapter at
LeMoyne.
And the week-end that Alma
Booth went to Springfield, she
had first been to St. Louis
where she attended the meeting
of International Council for Ex-
ceptional Children where she
ran into Harold Perry, who is
Director of Special Education
for the Memphis City Schools,
Ira Simmons, Supervisor in
Special Education, Dixon Cor-
m, Regional Consultant of Spe
cial Education for the state,
Dr. Leo Kelly and Dr. Crause
from Memphis State University
Alma has been in Sepcial Edu-
cation a long time and is prin.
I cipal you know of Keel School
,for Handicapped Children.
And Principals Sallie Bar-
tholomew and Callie Stevens
attended the National Associa-
tion of Elementary School Prin-
cipals in Boston over the week-
end.
Emma Louise Bell. who form
erly taught at Georgia Avenue
was here for the Easter holithe
- from Los Angeles visiting her
• aunt, Mrs. Emma Crittenden.
who's a retired principal and
uncle John Crittenden.
Helen Bradford also a former
Bluff City schoolmarm, was
also here visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Brad-
ford and sister, Marie. She's
now teaching in Chicago.
And Henry Parker, who is
Professor of English and Latin
at Iowa State College was here
. visiting his parents. Mr and
Mrs. Ben Parker and sister
. TSD Bookkeeper Audrey Mc-
- Ghee. He visited Southern USA-
HOME ON LEAVE — Sec-
ond Lieutenant Georgia B.
Harris, a graduate of the
City of Memphis School of
Nursing, is home on leave
from Sheppard Air Force
Base at Wichita Falls, Tex-
as. She is the daughter of
Mrs. Vernice Maxwell of
Miss" chairman. Standing, same order, are Mrs. Eleanor
Currie, fashion chairman; Mrs. Mose V. Hooks, "Mother of
the Year:" Mrs. Marilyn Crawford, souvenir; Mrs. Hattie
House, worship hour; Mrs. Marian Morrison. prizes, and





hostess to the Shamrock Social-
ite club in her home at 1431
Davis st. recently, and plans
were outlined for the annual
May Week Activities ,
Announced By Deltas
The Memphis Alumnae chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta l
sorority will begin its May
Week activities on Saturday
morning, April 29, with a
"Breakfast For Milady" to be
held from 10 to 12 at the
Chisca Plaza motel.
During the affair, som e
Memphis matron will be
crowned "Mother df the Year."
Nominations for the "Mother
of the Year" are now being re-
ceived by Mrs. Mose Yvonne
Hooks of 2514 Roz elle.
The sorority's Five Point
Plan of -serving the community,
will be outlined during the
breakfast.
At present, members of the
chapter are sponsors of a
ward at Western State hospital
at Bolivar. Each third Sunday
of the month, Deltas visit the
ward and supply the patients
with some needed or asked-for
items.
A fashion show will high-
light the breakfast and prizes
will be awarded in various
categories.
Other activities to be pre-
sented are Delta Worship Hour.
Charm Clinic and Coronation
and reception for "Miss Junior
Miss."
Mrs. Janet L. Henson is
genera I chairman for May
Week Activities. Other chair-
men and committees are:
Mrs. Charlene Turner, "Break-
fast For Milady." Mrs. Mose
Y. Hooks, "Mother of the
Year." Mrs. Elise Bailey, Men-
tal Health. Mrs. Eleanor Cur-
rie, fashions. Mrs. Claudia Fos-
ter, Delta Culture Project, Mrs.
Lorene Osborne, "Miss Junior
Miss." Mrs. Marian Morrison.
prizes. Mrs. Imogene Wilson,
publicity. Mrs. Marilyn Craw-
ford, souvenir booklets. Mrs.
Charlotte B. Polk, program...
Corsages will be presented
to mothers of deceased mem-
bers of the sorority by Mrs.
Bernice Abron and Mrs. Jessie
McNeely,
On the Delta Worship Hour
committee are Mrs. Hattie
House, Miss Addle B. Jackson
and Mrs. Delores Ledbetter*.
Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham
is president of the chapter.
Tickets for tise affair may





, INDIANAPOLIS, I n d. —
'Franklin Breckenridge, 26.
'formerly administrative assis-
tant to the adminsitrator of the
'Sales Tax Division, Department
'of Revenue, has been promoted
to head the Corporate Income
Tax Division.
Brekenridge's appa int ment
became effective last week. His
' charity fashion show to be mo, is the on of Mr. and Mrs.
held in the near future. Frank Breckenridge, Jr. He
! Hot dinners were also sold 
is Married to the former Cora
Smith of East Chicago, also an
with proceeds going to the I. U. graduate. They have a
Goodwill Home for Children. 17-month-old daughter.
Members present for the Breckenridge taught two year
2365 Sparks. Miss Harris
was graduated from Hamil-
ton High school with the
class of 1962 and complet-
ed her nurse's tr a ining
here last September. She
became the first Negro
nurse to join the US. Air
Force from here.
versity down in Baton Rouge
before coming home. He'll be
teaching over three hundred
freshmen techniques in writing.
He authored "Green Fire"
which is contemporary Latin.
Ellene Horne Jones and her
four children Annese, George,
Ronald and Gerald were here
from Detroit visiting her moth-
er. Mrs. Miles Listenbee and
her brother and sister in law,Dr
Arthur and M a rt ha Horne.
Kept visiting other relatives.
the Charles Pinkstons. the How-
ard Pinkstons. the Horace
Chandlers and the Samuel Up-
churches.
Don't forget Friday night at
Chenault's Restaurant, the Ru-
baiyats are raffling off that $25.
gift certificate. It's to keep the
 -
bus going to transport blind stu-
dents to the Adult Basic Educa-
tion classes at Georgia ave. Add
to your list of Good Samaritans,
the members of Kappa Alpha
Psi. They took up some money
for the bus at their meeting
Friday night and have turned
it over to the Rubaiyats. Can't
forget how helpful Floyd Autry
is assisting the students from
the bus.
And Friday night at 8 p.m., is
the time for the Bridge Tourna-
ment sponsored by the Le Tra-
meeting were Mrs. Jennett 
at Sycamore Junior High School
Kokomo. and one year at one of
the Indianapolis Pre-School Cen-
ters (Operation Head-Start) be-
Mrs. Elizabeth Reams, Mrs.
Thelma Hall, Mrs. Sarah Mil- 
fore joining the Sales Tax Divi-
ler, Mrs. Teresa Watson and 
sion on August 1, 1966.
Mrs. Dorothy Pickens, presi-
dent.
Harraway, Mrs. E t ta Mae




Mrs. Thelma Franklin was
the hostess when members of
the Marie Baker Service club
met at her 1410 Humber st.
home rec• ently with the presi-
dent. Mrs. Nellie Osbourne,
presiding over the business
session.
Plans were completed for
the club's annual Spring Tea
to be held on Mother's Day
in May.
Other members present were
Mrs. Alma Sonia, Mrs. Gert-
rude Cathey, Mrs. Linnie John-
vailleur Club the YWCA on son, Mrs. Ada Lewis, Mrs.
Mississippi. Elizabeth Shaw is Sarah Chambers. Mrs. Carrie
President, Ceneta Qualls, Vice i Mabry, Mrs. Lillie B. Jeffrey,
President, and Dorothy Tugglb, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs. Irene
Secretary. Eighteen silver dol-
lars, will be given as first
prize.
A. Sanders, Mrs. Ethel Wayne.
secretary; and Miss B. C. Le-
Noit. reporter.
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS






















was salary will be 57,200
He is a 1963 graduate of In-
diana University and is in his
second year of study at In-
diana University School of Law.




14 NO. MAIN STREET





While in Kokomo, Brecken-
ridge served as vice-president
of the NAACP from 1964 to 1965.
He received a Membership
Award in 1964 and a plaque for
outstanding service in 1965.
Breckenridge is a member of
Trinity C.M. Church a n d
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Touchy Subject:
Director-star of Universal's
"Charlie Bubbles" Albert Fin-
ney finished final shooting of
the comedy with egg on his
face. "It's all part of the
script." said Finney, w h
bows for the first time as a
director. "I don't mind any-
on saying I've got egg on my
face as an actor in a hilarious
slapstick scene. but I get













You've admired shirts like these
at much higher prices' Now it
costs 90 little to buy a summer
supply Tattersall checks, wide
track stripes and dots in button
down collar styles Short sleeves.
100% long wearing cotton Sizes
8, 14.1, I. $1,39 fled.
Conveniently Yours At Kross
Mee d This,. 9:30 ril 910
Wed., Fri.
9.30 Li 5.30
Sot. 9:30 Iii 6:00 p.m.
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DEFENDER
BROTHERS AND DATES
— Members of the Brothers
Incorporated are seen here
with wives and dates dur-
ing their recent masque-
FLY SCHOOL
Fly school held its annual
Pre-Easter banquet on Palm
Sunday in the school cafeteria
and judging from t h e success
of the affair it is a certainty
that the P.T.A. under its cap-
able leader, Esau Lipscomb of
Gibson, has worked even hard-
er to make this their second
effort better than the first.
Mrs. Mary Barnett led the
audience in singing "The Old
Rugged Cross" followed by
Malotte's "The Lord's Prayer"
by Mrs. Nelda Williams. Mrs.
Rosie Hunt gave the welcome,
and other musical numbers
were given by Mrs. Martha
Lacey and Malcolm Hunt,
all accompanied by Mrs. W. S.
Vance.
The toastmaster, Prof. Chas,
Lee, introduced Attorney Em-
met J. Ballard of Jackson who
dehvered a masterpiece on
civic and moral responsibility,
using as a subject, "Majoring
in Minors." The message was
rade dance held at Club
Rosewood. Seated, from
left, are Mrs. Edward
Parker, Miss Doris Tun-
stall, Mrs. Willie Rounds,
Mrs. Bobby Hunter and
Mrs. Ellhue McGee. Stand-





left an imprint on the minds
of those present.
This financial effort pushed
the PTA way up in their effort
to pay for the intercom sys-
tem placed in the school, for
which the faculty and princi-
pal R. L. Radford are deeply
grateful, and are saying to all
who helped to make the day
a success, "Thanks."
The delicious dinner served
was a delight for the turkey
with all the trimmings fitted
the appetite to the uttermost
concluded with some very
delicious pie. •
Watch Fly school for it is
making rapid strides compar-
able to any elementary
school in these parts.
A score of volunteer workers
were on hand at the Stigall
elementary school to assist
in the registration of scores
of youngsters for "Head Start"
and first grade. They were
given physical check-ups, coy-
ering every detail in getting
them ready for that first day.
Principal Clark and other offi-
cials were very grateful for
the service and served each
helper a delicious fish dinner
at the noon hour.
Mrs. Dorothey Gentry Woods
is recovering from a spell
of illness that sent her to St.
Joseph's hospital in Memphis
for surgery. Her mother, Mrs.
Ora Lee Gentry was at her
bedside.
Miss Mattie Cooper is con-
fined at St. Mary's with a
severe throat infection.
Mrs. Susie Foster, mother
of Mr. and Mrs. Chas, Williams
is declining after a long illness.
She is under efficient care at St.
Mary's.
The F. IT. A. girls of Stigall
have made some enviable rec-
ords this year in their inte-
grated experiences and 12 of
them have been rewarded with
t h e Junior Degree in Home
Economics.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
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Negro Soldiers Still Faces Discrimination
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
It is a general concensus
that the pace of integration
among American troops in
Vietnam has far outstripped
progress in race relations back
home in the U. S. A. All the
facts point to this; yet, there
are some instances of bigotry
which, from time to time, rear
an ugly head, even in war,
and threaten to spell trouble
unless they are checked at
the source.
The incidents seem to have
a definite pattern. Most of
them occur in support units,
although there have been some
complaints in combat outfits.
1The most prevalent are as-
saults and name calling. The
friction is greatest among the
18 to 21 years old who are
Negroes from big urban centers
where the ghettos and their
unrest have produced a new
breed of militancy and poor
Southern white boys from rural
areas where attitudes are still
hardened against "mixing."
Parker, Mrs. Evander
Ford, Mr. Ford, Elih ue
McGee, Willie Rounds and
Bobby Hunter.
Mrs. Nelda Williams, home
economics instructor a n d ad-
visor for the FHA, made the
State meeting in Nashville and
carried five of her girls, Vir-
ginia Wilson, Clementine Lacey
Ella Crafton, Bettie Donald
and Joyce Duncan.
ART AND GARDEN
Get your yards ready! Judg-
ing will begin the last of this
month and the members of the
Gloxinia Art and Garden club
are anxious to have more
beautiful yards, however small
or large. Let us begin to pull
out old cans and trash, bottles
and rubbish. We could even
whitewash if we couldn't paint.
Plant something and let us
make our city beautiful. A
little effort goes a long way.
Contact the president, Mrs. W.
S. Vance, Yard-of-the-Month
chairman, Mrs. Lena Bell Reid,
or any of the members of the




Move Into A New
Office Building
Rufus R. Jones, owner of the
Jones and Associates Insurance
and Realty compan y, a n-
nounced this week that his
company will move into the
Oglethorpe Building at 224 S.
Danny Thomas blvd. on Satur-
day, April 15.
Mr. Jones, who had been
situated at 979 E. McLemore,
said he was moving to the
new location so that he could
serve the community better.
He and his staff offer such
lines of insurance as fire, auto
liability, life, hospitalizat i o n,
homeowner, disability and life.
Mr. Jones was an executive
with the Union Protective Life
Insurance company before he
organized his own firm.
Caution Pays Off
KINSHASA, Congo — (NP!)
Unlike brother Thomas Tsho
be, former premier Moise
Tsbombe refused to make
himself available for trial by
a three-man special military
count on charges of high
treason. Tshombe, currently in
exile in Spain, refused the
offer of a free airplane ticket
to come from Spain for trial,
apparently because he
figured he would be found
guilty.
He would have gotten a re-
turn ticket had he been found
not guilty. As it was, he was
convicted and sentenced to
death in absentia. His brother
drew a 15-year prison term.
Long hours of duty forced the
intimacy of close living quarters,
resentment and boredom are
the symptoms and the contri-
buting factors to the outbreaks
of hostility. When these build
up into near riot proportions,
military authorities mave swift-
ly to suppress them by severe.
restrictions and punishment.
Off-duty time brings with it
social problems. Old environ-
mental habits are hard to shake
and inevitably, there occurs
the -staking out of turfs."
These are certain areas
of town or villages which
whites and Negroes lay claim to
as their private domains. When
one or the other crosses over,
it can mean trouble.
The most immediate method
of dealing with this is to place
the town or village off-limits.
The fights are averted, but
the resentments go underground
to become sullen dynamite
tharges that can explode at the
slightest spark.
Ranh Bay Army Base, I found
Negro troops brooding over a
notice which had been posted
on the bulletin board in the
day-room of a company.
It offered a reward of $100 to
be paid t.) "person(s) fur-
nishing information leading to
the apprehension and convic-
tion of the soldiers that com-
mitted any of the assaults
listed below on 26 January.
1967."
Then followed four separate
items of incidents. In each
one, it stated that the assail-
ants were two, three or four
"unkuown negro soldiers." The
notice gave a telephone num-
ber to call and was signed by
the company adjutant, Capt.
Robert Shea, Jr.
What bothered the Negro
soldiers was the posting of a
reward which they charged en-
courage the giving of false
information with dangerous im-
plications for them and the
repeated racial designation
spelled with a small "n."
In fact, the announcement
of a reward itself was unusual
and questionable. The men were
quite bitter about the injustice
of the charges. "They don't put
up any such notice when we're
attacked," they said. "Those
patties call us every kind of
foul name under the sun, right
in front of the officers and
nothing is done about it."
"We get threats in the bar-
racks, on the job and at the
EM (Enlisted Men's) club. They
put lynch ropes on our bunks
and write warnings in the
latrines, but if we even look
like we want to go after them,
the company commander threat-
ens us with Article 15."
Article 15 is company-level
punishment under which a
soldier is required to extra
duty and confinement to
barracks for period of two
While I was visiting the Cam
weeks.
I asked to see the command-
ing officer of the base, Brig.
Gen. Mahlon E. Gates. When
I reported the matter to him
and the effect it was having
on the men, he seemed quite
concerned.
We discussed the inflamma-
tory use of the racial designa-
tion and the small n. The
General was surprised to know
that the use of the lower case
was considered derogatory by
Negroes.
I had to explain the long
campaign which had been
waged to get the official accept-
ed practice o fthe capital N
as a matter of dignity, pride
— and proper English. I sug
gested that it would do well
to have this information dis-
semiinated for the preparation
of future printed matter.
Gates made the supposition
that the hitent of the order was
to help establish identification
and not meant as a racial
slur. I pointed out that until
positive proof w a a established
of an allegation, it should not
be necessary to put a racial
label on a notice. It was the
same thing, I told him, as auto-
matically putting the tag Ne-
gro on alleged crimes ranging
from rape to robbery.
Conversely, I said, if this
procedure w a s absolutely ne-
cessary for identification pur-








The General looked at me and
slowly nodded his head. "I
see what you mean," he said.
He asked me what my sugges-
tions were. I proposed that the
trouble-makers be isolated
ought to be struck
notice reading, "Re-
offered for information




— Two members of the
Brothers Incorporated are
seen here relaxing with
and the men should be re-
assigned wherever possible to
make for competible relations.
The unit leaders and the
company commanders should
be briefed on how to deal
more equitably with com-
plaints and incidents. Finally,
the chaplains should be used
to give more direct counseling
on the need for living and
working together as brothers
and not enemies. The General
some of scores of guests who
came to the recent Mas-
querade Ball held at Club
Rosewood. They are Floyd
-
shook hands with me and pro-
mised to conduct a full investi-
gation of the matter.
There were some serious
reports coming out of the 173d
Airborne Brigade, all the more
disturbing because this is one
of the proudest combat units
in Vietnam with three Con-
gressional Medal of Honor win-
ners and many other awards
for bravery.
Garrett, standing at left,
and Sidney Chism, standing
third from left.
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Ai -ericans
#43 in a series
Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894) 
He made all our lives
a little sweeter.
Norbert Rillieux began life on a plan-
tation near New Orleans. He was a bright
child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good ed-
ucation, sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expec-
tations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the fin-
est Paris academies.
His education and trainingbehind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufac-
tured by a slow, primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
expensive luxury that only a few could
afford.
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar, and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process
that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost. The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most fa-
mous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans com-
pletely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So, he turned to archeology and
spent ten years deciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Rillieux sugar process, and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
time applying his process to the sugar
beet. Results: Sugar production costs
were cut in half.
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our cup
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Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Norbert Rillieux? 8" toll, mode of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Rillieux story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865, Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
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Wives Of Meharry Men Entertain At Dinner Theatre Affair
•Dr. Daniel L. Claiborne stops to chat with his
wife (seated right) and Mrs. Emerson Lights
during the lively party at the Ivanhoe Theatre.
Restaurant. The evening's agenda include cock.
•
• Dr. Robert Anderson, acting dean Meharry
Medical College, Nashville, chats with Clarence
Utley, president of Meharry's Alumni Association
tails, dinner. The Glass Menagerie" by Tennessee
Williams and dancing, and was sponsored by the
Chicago Women's Auxiliary of Meharry Medical
College. Funds raised were for scholarships.
• Mrs Clyde Young (right), president of the Women's Auxiliary,
and Mrs. Raymond Pierce, secretary, engage in some animated con-
versation during gala benefit.
t
• Mrs. Albert Spaulding (right) stops momentarily during table.
hopping to chat with Dr. and Mrs. Oliver Crawford.
• Sharing a table at the affair are (from left) Dr. Edward Bryant
of East Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. R. Broughton and Dr. and Mrs. Free_
lander Williams of Gary.
• Mrs, Herbert Harris (left) and Mrs. Charles
Williams, Jr., a duo of guests, chat over the ap-
parent success of the fund_raising venture.
• Caught by surprise by photographer are (from left) Mrs. Mammie
Morris, Mrs. Maurice Hebert and Mrs. Williams Edwards.
*Making a handsome couple are Dr.
and Mrs. W. R. Clarke.




• This smiling trio includes (from left) Mrs.
Jimmie Bland, Mrs. Josephus Stanley, vice pres-
ident of the auxiliary and benefit chairman; and




































MORRIS — Members of
the Associated Master
Barbers of Memphis haw
already pledged to support
Charlie F. Morris, Sr., who
has announced as a candi-
AN APPRECIATIVE GES-
TURE — The NAACP Le-
gal Defense and Education-
al Fund. Inc. (LDF) last
week said thanks to Rev.
John Crocker. left, retiring




"Kindergarten Night" will be
observed at the Walker Avenue
Elementary school at 995 S.
Lauderdale st. during a PTAI
meeting on Thursday night,'
April 13, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Avis Pentecost, a
...supervisor of elementary educa-
=ion of the Memphis City
:Schools, will be the guest speak
The Theme is "Strenghthe-,
ning the Local Units Through'
Pre-School Education."
Introducing her will be Miss
Melville Jameson, an instruc-
tional s u p ervisor of the
Memphis City Schools.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram wilt be Cheryl Stribling,
—Reginald Pullen, Mrs. V.
.PTA president; and C. J.
Patterson, principal
as. Miss M L. Holmes, kinder-




Dr. Juanita V. Williamson, a
, professor of English at Le
Moyne College, will be a par-
• ticipant April 27-29 at the 20th
Foreign Language Conference
sponsored by the University of
Kentucky at Lexington.
- Dr. Williamson, a native
:Memphian and graduate of Le-
Moyne. will read a paper on












TO BUY OR SELL
date this summer for coun-
cilman from District 7.
Seated from left are Zilmon
Burdette, Charles Kent and
Mrs. Dorothy Jackson.
Standing, from left, a r e
Mr. Morris accepting cheek
from James Bradfield,
president of the organiza-
tion: Eugene Carter, Al-
bert Hill, Mrs. Alma Mor-
ris, State Senator Clayton
Elam and Mrs. Ernestine
Martin. Members not shown
land Committee which
raised $85,000 last year.
George Cabot Lodge, right
the new LDF chairman in
New England, looks on as
Gustav Ileningburg, assist-
ant to the president o f
LDF, makes the presenta-
tion. The LDF, which is in-
dependent of the NAACP,
serves as the legal arm
of the entire civil rights
movement.
are Mrs. Grettie Adair,
Palmer Jefferson, M r s.
Fannie Henderson, Henry
Martin, Mrs. Lillian Little,
T.H. King, Chester Cade,
II erman Cunningham,
Roosevelt Ratliff, Charlie
Hardy and Eugene Pegues.
Eric Lincoln Will Two Die,Boy Shot In
Teach At Seminary Weekend Incidents
A fomer Memphian and
LeMoyne college graduate,
who is recognized as a noted
authority on urban sociology,
has been appointed professor
of sociology and religion at
the Union Theological Seminar
in Ne wYork City.
He Is Dr. C. Eric Linclon,
author of "The Black Muslims
In America." In making the
announcement, Dr. John
C. Bennett, president of the
school said, "Dr. Linclon will
bring us a new level of com-
petence in dealing with the
realities of the city."
A native of Athens. Ala.,
Dr. Lincoln was graduated
from LeMoyne college with a
bachelor of arts degree, and
from Fisk university in Nash-
ville, where he earned his
master of arts degree.
After a year of post graduate
study at the University
of Chicago School of Law,
he entered the Divinity School
of the University of Chicago,
from which he was graduated
with a bachelor of divinity
degree in 1956. An ordained
minister in the Methouist
church he received both his
master of education and doctor
of philosphy degree s from
Boston university in 1960.
While on the faculty of
Clark college in Atlanta, Ga.,
from 1954-64, Dr. Linclon
became professor of social 
lions.
He was director of the Parel
of Americans, Boston Uni-
versity's H u man Relations
Center from 1958-60, and was
Lecturer in Residence at the
Public A f fairs Center of
Dartmouth college in 1962.
Since 1965 he has been
professor of sociology at Port-
land State college in Oregon.
He will begin his teachng
responsibilities at Union in
the fall.
"The Black Maslims in
America" is a comprehensive
study of the black nationalist
movement as a social and
religious phenomenon. Dr. Gor-
don W. Allport, professor of
psychology at Harvard, has
said of the book, It is one
of the best technical cage
studies in the whole literature
of social science."
Two persons were stabbed to,
death and a 16-year-old boy
wounded by a shotgun blast
in three separate incidents over
the past weekend.
Mrs. Mary King Is
Home From Hospital
Mrs. Mary D. King, veteran
retired schoolteacher of 752
Ayers st., has returned home
from the hospital.
"I wish to thank my many
friends and acquaintances for
the lovely flowers and cards
they sent me during my con-
finement at the hospital," she
said.
A number of cards and
Willie Lee Clark, 34, of 364
Vance, Apt. 10, was stabbed in
front of 700 Hernado st. by a
person who had been identified
by witnesses and was early
this week being sought by po-
lice.
Buy Our Trade, relations and director of letters have been sent to her
Items At Super
Flea Market
The latest innovation in
merchandising for the Tri-
State area is now in operation
at 3989 Lamar ave., and is
known as Wigglebottom's "Su-
per Flea Market."
The flea market gives persons
a chance to sell things that
they do not want or cannot
use, but which might find others
who will give cash for the
items.
Wigglebottom's venture
is patterned after successful
operations in the North and
East. Items on sale will range
from good used clothing
to fine antiques. Not only does
the market sell; it also trades
Additional information may
be obtained by calling 363-3000
or by going to the market
on Saturday or Sunday. It'





Committee of the Urban
League of Westchester in
White Plains, N. Y., is now
referring Negro teachers for
September 1967 openings.
The committee has in its
files some 350 openings in 47
school districts in Westchester
County ranging from kinder-
garten through the twelfth
grade in all subjects. Teachers
must have New York
State certification to qualify.
The Teacher Recruitment
Committee has been in opera-
tion for 10 years. During this
time it has established an
excellent rapport with school
administrators and si nee
1960 has placed Negro teach-
ers in Westchester County
schools with salaries ranging
from $6,000 to 14,950 a year.
Applicants may apply by
writing to: Urban League
of Westchester, Inc., 6 Depot
Plaza, White Plains, N. Y.,
10606, or by phoning WH. 9-1174.
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the Institute of Social Rela- since she came home.
Witnesses told officers that
Clark asked a man for a ci-
garette about 8:05 p.m on
Friday night, and after they
argued a few minutes the mis-
sing suspect stabbed him.
Mr Clark was carried to John
Gaston hospital in the emergen-
cy room abotit 12:50 a.m.
Obrey Webster, 42, of 28.5
Bertha st.. was fatally stabbed
at 1:45 a.m. Saturday morn-
ing by Mrs. Olivia Parker, 38,
of 1586 Michigan st., in his
home.
Police said the two had been
out together in the later part
of the night, and the woman
stabbed him following an argu-
ment. She has been charged
with murder.
On Saturday afternoon at 5
p.m. Willie Washington. 16, of
528 N. Fifth st was struck with
pellets from a shotgun fired by
Emanuel Clayton, 25. of 6 0 7
Wells, Apt. 3.
Young Washington and an-
other youth were standing in
front of Clayton's home arguing
when the man came out with
the shotgun, police said, and
shot the boy for no apparent
, reason.
Clayton has been charged with
assault to murder.
The Washington boy was hit
in the right side and right el-
bow and is in John Gaston hos-
pital in good condition.
NEED1 DRIVERS LICENSE?
We Will Help You
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Ph. 275-3600
'MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES


















































MAXWELL HOUSE, CHASE &
SANBORN, FOLGER'S
or FRED MONTESI





With coupon and S5.00 additional purchose,—ev\cludin9
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh, milk tatedets ond
tobacco also excluded in compliance with state low).
One coupon per family. Coupon tsspirtas Wednesday,

















'CLAY BLEW MS COOL"
Memphian Charles Hend-
ricks, former Prep League
baseball star and employee in
the circulation department of
the Tri-State Defender, was
the subject of a recent column
by Robert Markus which ap-
peared in the Chicago Tribune
Hendricks, who is a member
of the Chicago White Sox farm
system, worked at the TSD
before being drafted by the
Army in 1965. Below is the
article which shows Hendricks
differing in his views on Viet-
nam with the celebrated Cas-
sius Clay. The interview took
place at the White Sox minor
league base in Sarasota, Fla.:
"The minor league baseball
player's life in not all roses.
There are the long bus rides,
the cheap hotels, the poor
playing conditions. But Charlie
Hendricks, m a jor leaguer,
thinks the life is fine. Charlie
is just back from Vietnam.
"Last summer while other
young men were perfecting
their skills on the diamond,
Charlie was in Fort Hood,
Texas, preparing himself for
a greater challenge. This wint-
er, while others were griping
about the weather and looking
forward to the day they could
head south to begin spring
training, Charlie was sweating
it out in Cam Rahn Bay. Now.
he is staying with the rest of l
the players in the White Sox
farm system, at the Sarasota
Motor hotel where "those hot
showers and hot meals are
just great.-
"You've probably never
heard of Charlie Hendricks and
maybe you never will again.
But Charlie is a geniune hero.
Oh, he never won any com-
bat medals in Vietnam. "I
never saw any actual combat,"
he says But Charlie
knew there was a dirty job
to be done and when it was his
turn he did not complain. He
just went over and did it. Now
he's home and working at ano-
ther job — playing first base
for the Appleton, Wisconsin
club in the Midwest league.
"Charlie told of the fear
that gripped him when he
knew he was going to Vietnam.
-But as soon as you get over
there you lose all this fear
When I first got over I couldn't
sleep. You could hear the bar-
rages all around you But after
a week or so you get used to
It.',
"IN THAT FIRST week
Charlie came as close to mor-
tal danger as he was to be
for the entire four-month Viet-
nam tour, which was abbre-
viated by a hardship discharge
for which he had been eligible
all along.
"We arrived in Saigon and
spent just a few hours there
before moving on to the re-
placement depot at Long Binh
junction that we called L.B.J.
We used to sleep in tents, just
a mass of guys, all unprotected.
Late one night, about three
days after we got there, some-
one threw a grenade into the
camp. No one was hurt but
they told us just before we
got there a couple of fellows
has been killed just down the
road when they blew up an
ammo dump."
"Hendricks was assigned
first as a stevedore, then as
a radio operator, and never dollars or two million dollars
or nothing. It's still your
country. If I were making
$100.000 a year I would have
done the same thing I did. I
might not have liked it, but
I would have kept my mouth
shut and gone. I think that
didn't want to go, but once Clay just, how do they say?,
he got there: "My whole atti-
tude changed. When I first
went into the army I knew I'd
be going to Vietnam and I
fired a shot in anger. "But
every once in a while you'd be
shot at. You just came to ex-
pect it."
"Yes, Charlie is a hero. He
didn't volunteer and maybe he
blew his cool."
"He blew his cool! To this
generation of young Americans
there is no phrase that cuts
didn't much care. But when deeper. But don't worry about
I got over there and saw how
those people live it changed
my whole outlook on life. I
know it made me a reciatePP
my country more."
"Charlie says most of the
men over there feel the same
way. "After you've been there
two, three months you know
why you're there. Sure, some-
times, just to be starting a
conversation a guy will jump
up and say, "Why am I here?
"But we knew why. Most fel-
lows knew they had a job to
do there and they wanted to
do it as well as they could
and then go home."
"Charlie came home Feb. 5
and reported to Sarasota the
third week in March to try
and make up for the year he
missed in baseball. "Things
seem to be going pretty good,'
he said. "I'm hitting the ball
pretty well and my manager
says he thinks I should be
able to play for him."
"Charlie needs the job. He
is the sole support of his mo-
ther. who lives in Memphis,
and he is planning to get
married in September. "I was
going back to school in the
fall, but I think I better wait
until next year." Charlie - went
two years to Southern Uni-
versity in Baton Rouge, La., be-
fore signing with the White Sox.
"Before that he graduated
from Douglass High school in
Memphis, and before that he
went to grade school in Rock-
ford. He played football, base-
ball and ran track in high
school. In short he is the All-
American boy type.
"Which, somehow, led to
talk of another Negro athlete
who has some opinions about
Vietnam — Cassius Clay. Hend-
ricks, smiling before he spoke,
ventured: "I think it doesn't
matter if you have one million
Charlie Hendricks. Whatever
his baseball future, Charlie
does not seem like the kind
of young man who will blow
his cool.
"Hendricks was hitting .417
after eight spring games, col-





The Progressive Adults club
of Mt. Olive CME Cathedral
is presenting Mrs. Jacqueline
Gibson Satterfield in concert
at Mt. Olive Cathedral, 538
Linden Ave. Sunday, April 23,
1967 at 7:00 p.m.
Mrs. Satterfield is a mezzo-
soprano and was a finalist in
the Mid-South Talent Contest
conducted through the Mid-
South Fair. She has appeared
with the prominent choral
group, II Cantorium in Mem-
phis.
Her achievements include
many concerts and programs
for numerous hospitals in the
city along with her perform-
ances in the opera work shop
produced by the Memphis
Opera Theater as "Delilah."
She has won high praise and
wide acclaim for her singing
from musicians of wide re-
known. Among these are Dr.
Fiora Contino, musicial direct-
or for the Memphis Opera
Theater, and Ed Stahl, con-
ductor for the Metropolitan
Opera National Company.
I REGISTER AT ANY LOCATION FORGRAND PRIZE TO BE GIVEN AWAYSAT. APRIL 29, 1967! No Purchase Necessary:
THE DEPENDABLE ALEIONIATiCS
Wringer Washer
Big capacity round porcelain tub, extra large
wringer rolls, I firm, 1 flexible, adjust to all fab-







• Big %roily size tub
• 3 Cud. washing;
• Big savings














• SURPRISE HER WITH A
MAYTAG DRYER .
Willi Trod* Model A 103





4255 Hwy. SI 50.
Phone 396-0995
FRAYSER
3118 Thomas fHwry SI No.
Phone 358-4585
UNDER THE FAMILY TREE—Tennessee
State university's President W. S. Davis,
his son !van Davis, and Ivan Davis, Jr.,
three months, are seen here under photo-
graphs of their ancestors. In photo at left
is the Rev. Walter Morgan Davis, rancher
and minister of Madison County, Miss., con-
gratulating his son on his inauguration as
second president of Tennessee State, and in
Memphis med Student
Attends Texas Meet
Everett D. McKissic, junior
medical student at Meharry
Medical College. in Nashville
attended the Medical Educa-
tion for National Defense
(MEND) course, last week, in
San Antonio, Texas, Dr. Carr
A. Treherne, director of the
MEND program at Meharry
announced.
Mr. McKissic observed the
treatment given to patients
who are victims of mass
casualities.
A native of Memphis, Ten-.
nessee, he ranks in the top of
the junior medical class.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie McKissic of 1433 Humber
St., Memphis. A graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School, he attended LeMoyne
College where he received a
B.S. degree in biology.
While in undergraduate




Lane College Athletic Direct-
or, J. A. Cooke this week an-
nounced the football sched-
ule for the Lane College Drag-
ons in the fall of 1967.
Four home games will be
played in Rothrock stadium.
Except for the Homecoming
game which starts at 2 p.m.,
games will start at 8 p.m.
The dates, teams and sites
are: Sept. 23, Clark college at
Jackson. Sept. 30. Morehouse
college at Jackson. Oct. 7,
Paul Quinn college at Jack-
son. Oct. 14, Savannah State
at Savannah, Ga. Oct. 21, Fort
Valley State, Fort Valley, Ga.
Oct. 28, Tuskegee Institute,
'Fuskegee, Ala. Nov. 4, Fisk at
Jackson (Homecoming). Nov.




Members of the South Side
Men's club made plans for
a bus trip to St. Louis when
they met in Brownlee Hall
on the LeMoyne college cam-
pus reeeTely The trip will
be made during the sunimer.
A highlight of the evening
was the appearance of Dr.
Hollis Price. president of
LeMoyne, who talked about
opportunities of today for
the Nego youth, and what the
club could do to help poor
students remain in school.
James Mitchner is president
of the club, and T. A. Walton
reporter.
Piper Pet
photo at right is Foster Anderson, the presi-
dent's maternal grandfather, who was a
rancher and contractor in Madison County,
Miss. Ivan Davis is a graduate student of
physiology at Indiana university. Following
five generations, the Mogan-Bell ranch in
Madison County, Miss., is still owned by
the Davis family.
Alpha Kappa Mu and Beta
I Kappa Chi honor societies,
among Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities,
and selected as an Outstanding
Young Man of America (1965).
He was also a member of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
of Montgomery, Alabama.
Mr. McKissic said that he
learned a great deal about the
proper approach to treating
mass casualty victimes.
TOOTHACHE
Why suffer agoery? is minutes gel rebel thatlasts with ORA-JEL Speed-release formula
pets it to work quickly to relieve
%robbing toothache pain.
Recommended by many tiestiets.Ask your pluinitatist for
ora-jel°
Jeanne Berdet, one of the
June Taylor Dancers on "The.
Jackie Gleason Show," is a
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CALL. US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED






To Be Held At
Mt. Zion Church
The Ushers' Federation of
Memphis will present its 12th
annual Musical Festival on
Sunday, April 16, at the Mt.
Zion Baptist church at 1427
S. Main st.
Church choirs from Tree of
Life, S h ady Grove. New
Salem Fourth St. and the
young adult choir of Mt.
Zion will appear on program.
Guest artists appearing will
be Mrs. Maude Scott and Miss
Clarice Avant.
R. E. Harshaw, Jr., is
president of the Usher's Federa-
tion of Memphis.
Real Sport
Lovely Donna Douglas of
"The Beverly Hillbillies" was
a tomboy as a child. She
played football, basketball and
softball — and well, too.
D SABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE
LADIES DRESSES  25*
MEN'S SHIRTS  15*
MEN'S PANTS  200
LADIES BLOUSES  25e
LADIES SKIRTS  25
MEN'S SUITS  $1.95
GIRLS DRESSES  2.50
Furniture, Appl. Stoves, Ref., G.E. bons & Shoes




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STREET IA 64300
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
 4.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY











Fre. Delivery Open 7 Days
























1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
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429 S. Orleans -
SANDERS DRUG CO.







752 E. Mc Lesnore
948-4576
























226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
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